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TO: RECIPIENTS OF GOLDSTONE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION REPORTS
The Office of Telecommunications and Data Acquisition (TDA) at JPL
is publishing a series of reports that describes several
environmental projects at the Goldstone Deep Space Communications
Complex (GDSCC) . A report will be issued as each project in the
Goldstone Environmental Protection Program is completed.
The three-fold objectives of these reports are:
i) To provide Goldstone Maintenance and Operations personnel with
details of task implementation.
2) To se_¢e as a basis for the documentation of environmental
activities at Goldstone, as required by regulatory agencies.
3) To provide prototype samples of reports that can be referred
to by other organizations that may be planning similar
environmental protection and compliance projects.
The planned TDA reports include the following:
Volume
Number
Approximate
Issue DateCompliance Task
1 Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) Issued
Abatement Program (GDSCC)
2 Underground Storage Tanks - Compliance Issued
Program (GDSCC)
3 Environmental Compliance Audit: Issued
Final Report (GDSCC)
4 Asbestos Survey (GDSCC) Issued
5 Part One: Study of Subsurface Issued
Contamination (GDSCC)
Part Two: Guide to Implement Environ-
mental Compliance Programs
6 Environmental Assessment: New 34M Antenna Issued
at Venus Site (GDSCC)
7 Environmental Resource Document (GDSCC) Issued
8 Modifications of Wastewater Issued
Evaporation Ponds (GDSCC)
9 Construction of Hazardous Materials Issued
Storage Facilities (GDSCC)
i0 Environmental Assessment: Addition to Issued
Apollo Site (GDSCC)
ii Environmental Assessment: Addition to Issued
Operations Bldg., Mars site (GDSCC)
12 Asbestos Abatement (GDSCC) Issued
13 Underground Storage Tanks; Removal and This Issue
Replacement (GDSCC)
14 Contaminated Soil/Debris Removal (GDSCC) 5/01/91
15 Environmental Assessment: One Megawatt 6/01/91
Transmitter, Mars Site (GDSCC)
16 Waste Minimization 7/01/91
17 Non-Friable Asbestos 8/01/91
If additional copies, information or details are desired, contact
Len Kushner, TDA Safety and Environmental Protection Engineer,
telephone (818) 354-1844, FTS 792-1844.
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ABSTRACT
The Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex (GDSCC), located in the
Mojave Desert about 40 miles north of Barstow, California, and about 160 miles
northeast of Pasadena, is part of the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration's (NASA's) Deep Space Network, one of the world's largest and most
sensitive scientific telecommunications and radio navigation networks. The
Goldstone Complex is managed, technically directed, and operated for NASA by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of the California Institute of Technology
in Pasadena, California.
Activities at the GDSCC are carried out in support of six large parabolic
dish antennas. As a large-scale facility located in a remote, isolated desert
region, the GDSCC operations require numerous on-site storage facilities for
gasoline, diesel oil, hydraulic oil, and waste oil. These fluids are stored
in underground storage tanks (USTs).
Because USTs may develop leaks with the resultant seepage of their hazard-
ous contents into the surrounding soil, San Bernardino County (in which the
GDSCC is located), the State of California, and the Federal Government have
adopted stringent regulations for the nature, operation, and maintenance of
USTs.
In 1986, when the Environmental Projects Program began at the GDSCC, the
complex had 27 single-walled USTs. In 1987, following GDSCC temporary com-
pliance with county, state, and Federal regulations regarding USTs, 15 of the
original 27 USTs remained in use, ii USTs had been cleaned and degassed
(inerted) for temporary closure, and one UST had been cleaned and permanently
closed (abandoned in place). This preliminary compliance work with the
original 27 GD_CC USTs is described in JPL Publication 87-4, Environmental
Projects: Volume 2, Underground Storage Tanks Compliance Program (June 15,
1987).
This present volume describes what happened to the 26 USTs that remained
at the GDSCC. Twenty-four of these USTs were constructed of carbon steel
without any coating for corrosion protection, and without secondary containment
or leak detection. Two remaining USTs were constructed of fiberglass-coated
carbon steel but without secondary containment or leak protection.
This present volume partially is an expanded and updated JPL-version of a
Preliminary Engineering Report, entitled Removal and Replacement of Underground
Storage Tanks at the GDSCC, submitted by Engineering-Science, Inc., Pasadena,
California, to JPL in December 1987.
Of the 26 USTs that remained at the GDSCC, 23 were cleaned, removed from
the ground, cut up, and hauled away from the GDSCC for environmentally
acceptable disposal. Three USTs were permanently closed (abandoned in place).
To replace the functions of the 26 removed and abandoned, single-walled
USTs, the GDSCC installed 13 new, double-walled, fiberglass-coated, steel tanks
equipped with a monitoring system, placed in the annular space between the
inner and outer walls, to detect failures in either wall of the UST.
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In addition, the hydraulic oil interceptor system at the Mars Site was
greatly expanded to accommodate the maximum potential release of hydraulic oil
from the Mars antenna (DSS 14) to prevent the oil's entry into the environment.
As a result, the GDSCC now has 13 new functioning USTs and an expanded
hydraulic oil interceptor system that comply with all county, state, and
Federal regulations that govern the use of underground storage tanks and oil
interceptors.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND OF STATUS OF UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS (USTs) AT THE GDSCC
The Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex (GDSCC), located in the
Mojave Desert about 40 miles north of Barstow, California, and about 160 miles
northeast of Pasadena, is part of the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration's (NASA's) Deep Space Network (DSN), one of the world's larger and
most sensitive scientific telecommunications and radio navigation networks.
The GDSCC is managed, technically directed, and operated for NASA by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of the California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena, California. A detailed description of the GDSCC is presented in
Section III of this report.
The GDSCC includes five distinct operational areas named Echo Site, Venus
Site, Mars Site, Apollo Site, and Mojave Base Site. Within each of the first
four sites is a Deep Space Station (DSS) that consists of at least one
parabolic dish antenna and support facilities. Although there are four DSN
operational sites at the GDSCC, there now are six operational parabolic dish
antennas because two antennas are located at the Mars Site and two are at the
Apollo Site. The Mojave Base Site, while it is part of the GDSCC, is not part
of the DSN but is operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA).
As a large-scale facility located in a remote, isolated desert region,
the GDSCC operations to support the various DSSs require numerous on-site
storage facilities for gasoline_ diesel oil, hydraulic oil, and waste oil.
The safest and most economical way to store the types and quantities of these
fluids is in underground storage tanks (USTs).
By 1984, the GDSCC had 27 USTs with tank capacities ranging from 500 to
24,000 gal. They were distributed as follows: Echo Site (Ii USTs), Mars Site
(7 USTs), Mojave Base Site (6 USTs), Apollo Site (2 USTs), and Goldstone Dry
Lake Airport (i UST). Twenty-five of these USTs were constructed of single-
wall carbon steel without any outer coating for corrosion protection, and
without any secondary containment in the event of a leak and no instrumentation
to detect any leak. The two remaining USTs were constructed of single-wall
carbon steel with an outer coating of fiberglass for corrosion protection, but
without any provision for detection or containment of any leak.
A typical, cross-sectional diagram of the 27 USTs, as they existed at the
GDSCC in 1988, is presented in Figure i. Table I is a summary of each of the
27 UST's location, numbered name, age, capacity, product stored, material of
construction, and status as of 1988.
In 1989, most of the 27 USTs at the GDSCC (25 of 27) were 15 to 20 years
old. This equals or exceeds the average life expectancy of an underground
unprotected steel tank. Thus, even without any environmental considerations,
many of these old USTs would have to be removed and replaced in the near
future.
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G42 tG 6 9.5 14-1WO unk unk
G42 2D 6 9.5 14 1HO 8 27
TF-3D 8 32 14-2HO 8 27
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G27 2D 8 32 M9 3D 10 41
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G24 1D 8 32 AI-IG 8 20
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G81 1DA 10 20 G71-1 8 9.5
G81-1DB 10 20 M27-1G 8 10.5
M56-1WO unk unk
Figure I. Typical Cross Section of a Cylindrical Underground Storage Tank
as it Existed in 1988 at the GDSCC
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Table i. Summary of 27 Old, Original USTs at the GDSCC
Tank Year Capacity Product Material of
Number Installed (gal) Stored Construction
Status as
of 1989
Echo Site
G25-1G 1961 i0,000 Unleaded Steel
G25-2G 1969 i0,000 Unleaded Steel
G42-1G 1969 2,000 Unleaded Steel
G42-2D 1969 2,000 Diesel Steel
TF-3D 1974 12,000 Diesel Steel
TF-4D 1974 12,000 Diesel Steel
G27-1D 1961 12,000 Unleaded Steel
G27-2D 1961 12,000 Diesel Steel
G27-3D 1960 15,000 Diesel Steel
G24-1D 1973 12,000 Diesel Steel
G24-2D 1973 12,000 Diesel Steel
Mars Site
G81-1DA 1965 12,000 Diesel Steel
G81-1DB 1965 12,000 Diesel Steel
G81-2D 1984 12,000 Diesel FCS*
G81-3D 1984 12,000 Diesel FCS*
14-1WO 1973 920 Waste Oil Steel
14-1HO 1971 i0,000 Hydraulic Oil Steel
14-2HO 1971 i0,000 Hydraulic Oil Steel
Mojave Base Site
M9-1D 1964 24,000 Diesel Steel
M9-2D 1964 24,000 Diesel Steel
M9-3D 1964 24,000 Diesel Steel
M9-4WO 1964 500 Waste Oil Steel
M56-1WO 1964 7,500 Waste Oil Steel
M27-1G 1960 4,000 Unleaded Steel
Apollo Site
AI-IG 1964 4,000 Unleaded Steel
AI-2G 1964 7,500 Unleaded Steel
Goldstone Dry Lake Airport
GTI-I** 1966 2,000 Aviation Fuel Steel
Temporary Closure
Permanent Closure;
Abandoned in Place
In Service
Temporary Closure
Temporary Closure
Temporary Closure
In Service
In Service
In Service
In Service
In Service
In Service
In Service
In Service
In Service
In Servlce
In Service
In Servlce
In Service
Temporary Closure
Temporary Closure
Temporary Closure
Temporary Closure
In Service
Temporary Closure
Temporary Closure
Temporary Closure
* Fiberglass Coated Steel.
**A small, 100-gal, aboveground storage tank (GT0-1) at the Goldstone Airport also
was cleaned and removed from the GDSCC.
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The decision to removeand replace these old USTswas accelerated,
however, because of county, state, and Federal regulations dealing with USTs
that had been enacted in the mid-1980s. Thus, it was decided to removeor
abandonin place the old 27 USTsand to replace them with 13 new, double-walled
fiberglass-coated, steel tanks equipped with instrumentation to detect any
leaks in either the outer or inner shell of the UST.
The 13 new USTswould meet the operating needs of the GDSCCas the most
cost-effective and environmentally sound alternative to comply with the county,
state, and Federal regulations that pertained to USTs.
This present publication deals with the activities involved in the
excavation, cleaning, removal, cutting up, hauling away, and disposing in an
environmentally acceptable mannerof 23 of the 27 old USTsat the GDSCC. In
addition, three of the 27 old USTsat the GDSCCwere cleaned, but not removed
from the ground. They were filled with a concrete slurry and abandonedin
place. OneUST, G25-2G, previously had been abandonedin place during
preliminary work carried out at the GDSCCin 1986-87.
This preliminary work was done to attain temporary compliance with county,
state, and Federal regulations pertaining to the use and maintenance of USTs,
and is described in detail in JPL Publication 87-4, Environmental Projects:
Volume 2_ Underground Storage Tanks Compliance Program (June 15, 1987).
A partial discussion of this preliminary UST environmental work is
presented in the next section (Section II) of this publication.
Along with the discussion of the removal/abandonment and disposal of the
27 old USTs, this report also deals with the installation of 13 new USTs to
replace the 23 old USTs that had been removed and the 4 old USTs that had been
abandoned in place.
B. EXPANSION OF THE HYDRAULIC OIL INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM AT THE MARS SITE
As well as describing the work done at the GDSCC to bring its USTs into
compliance with county, state, and Federal environmental regulations, this
document also describes the expansion of the capacity of the hydraulic oil
interceptor system at the Mars Site. This expansion has resulted in a large
enough capacity to be able to accommodate the maximum potential release of
hydraulic oil from the Mars antenna (DSS 14).
This added capacity of the interceptor system is an environmentally
protective precaution to insure that hydraulic oil will not be released
accidentally as a contaminant into the intermittent stream channels located at
the Mars Site.
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SECTION II
PRELIMINARY WORK TO BRING UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
AT THE GDSCC INTO TEMPORARY COMPLIANCE WITH
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
A. COUNTY, STATE, AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO UNDERGROUND STORAGE
TANKS (USTs)
By 1984, the GDSCC had 27 USTs dedicated to the storage of gasoline for
motor vehicles, diesel oil for electrical generators and heavy equipment,
hydraulic oil for antenna operations, and waste oil produced during vehicle
and generator maintenance. These USTs were distributed as follows: Echo Site
(ii USTs), Mars Site (7 USTs), Mojave Base Site (6 USTs), Apollo Site (2 USTs),
and Goldstone Dry Lake Airport (i UST).
At about the same time (December 1983), laws concerning regulations for
the permitting, testing, and managing of USTs were adopted by San Bernardino
County, California (the county in which the GDSCC is located). These regula-
tions are listed in Division 8, Title 3, Underground Storage of Hazardous
Substances, of the San Bernardino County Code. Immediately thereafter (January
1984), the State of California also adopted similar regulations as described
in the State of California Health and Safety Code, Division 20, Chapter 6.7,
Underground Storage of Hazardous Substances.
Prior to January i, 1984 if a city or a county had adopted UST ordinances
providing for double-walled containment, monitoring, and permitting that were
at least as comprehensive as the state statute, then the city or county could
enforce its own ordinances instead of invoking those in the state statute.
Thus, for owners and operators of USTs in San Bernardino County, which includes
the GDSCC, the environmental regulations of the San Bernardino County ordinance
that pertains to USTs take precedence over the state regulations.
The San Bernardino County Ordinance applies to "any one or combination of
tanks, including pipes connected thereto, which is used for the storage of
hazardous substances and which is substantially or totally beneath the surface
of the ground." A "tank" is defined as "any stationary device designed to
contain an accumulation of hazardous substances which is constructed primarily
of non-earthen materials (e.g., wood, concrete, steel, and plastic) which
provides structural support."
The Ordinance applies to "tanks" (as defined above) that store "hazardous
substances." These substances are defined to include any liquid or solid
listed by the California Director of Industrial Relations, any substance listed
by the National Fire Protection Association as a flammable liquid, a Class II
or III-A combustible liquid, or which is a hazardous substance pursuant to
Health and Safety Code 25316. Hazardous substances listed in the preceding
references include any designated hazardous or toxic waste under the Federal
Clean Water Act; the Federal Comprehensive Environmental Response, Conserva-
tion, and Liability Act (CERCLA); the Federal Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA); the Federal Clean Air Act; the Federal Toxic Substances
Control Act (TSCA); and any waste considered hazardous or extremely hazardous
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pursuant to the California hazardous waste control ]aw. Under these defirli-
tions and designations, each of the USTs at the (;DSCC contained materials that
are classified as hazardous substances.
The California State Statutes provide both civil and criminal penalties
for owners and operators of USTs found to be in violation of the regulations.
Operating a tank without a permit, failing to monitor the tank as required by
the permit, failing to maintain records or to report arl unauthorized release
of a tank's contents, or failing to properly close a tank can subject UST
operators to a civil penalty of between $500 and $5,000 per day per event.
The same penalties apply to owners of USTs for failure to obtain a permit, [or
failure to repair a UST in accordance with the statute, for abandonment or
improper closure of a tank, or for "knowing fai]ure" to "take reasonable and
necessary steps to assure compliance...by the operator of an underground tank."
Thus, the passage of county, state, and Federal regulations that pertained
to USTs compelled the GDSCC to take action to bring its USTs into compliance
with the pertinent environmental regulations.
To do this, the GDSCC first had to determine the condition of its USTs.
This led to the decision to test each of its 27 USTs for leaks.
B. LEAK TESTING OF THE 27 USTs AT THE GDSCC
Beginning on December i, 1986, Kern Environmental Service, a division of
Kern Backhoe Service, Inc., Bakersfield, California, began to test the 27 USTs
at the GDSCC for leaks.
The test procedure used is known as the Horner Ezy-Check Leak Detection
System. This test procedure uses a high- and low-liquid level test to differ-
entiate whether a leak is from the tank itself or from its associated piping.
The high-level test, which involves overfilling a tank by an approximately
]-ft high head of liquid contained in a standing vertical tube, determines
whether there are leaks in both the tank and its associated piping. The low-
level test, which involves filling a tank only to its capacity, determines
whether the tank itself leaks. Of course, if a high-level test indicated no
leakage, then a low-level test was not conducted.
Testing of the 27 USTs was completed on February ii, 1987. Interestingly,
no leaks involving the tanks themselves were found, but the piping or manways
associated with 12 USTs failed the Hornet leak test. Faced with these results,
the GDSCC decided, with approval from San Bernardino County, to keep 15 USTs
temporarily in service, and to temporarily close 11USTs. The ii USTs taken
out of service, because they no longer were to be used or their piping had
failed to pass the Homer leak testing, were emptied, steam-cleaned, degassed,
and sealed to place the UST under temporary closure.
One UST, which could not be removed from the ground without extensive
damage to adjacent structures and buildings, was decided to be filled with a
concrete slurry and be abandoned in place. The specific USTs that were kept
temporarily in service, or were temporarily closed, or were abandoned in place,
are listed in Table I. A detailed description of this temporary work at the
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GDSCCis presented in JPL Publication 87-4, Environmental Projects: Volume 2_
Underground Storage Tanks Compliance Program (June 15, 1987).
This work with the 27 USTs at the GDSCC was only a temporary solution to
the UST problem, and received approval from San Bernardino County only if a
more permanent solution would be implemented in the near future.
Thus, in 1988-89, the GDSCC resolved its UST environmental problem in a
more permanent fashion by removing 23 USTs from the ground, cutting them up,
and disposing of them in an environmentally acceptable manner. Three USTs,
which would have presented severe difficulties if they were removed from the
ground, were abandoned in place. Thus, there are now four abandoned USTs
remaining in the ground at the GDSCC, two at the Echo Site and two at the Mars
Site.
To replace these removed/abandoned USTs, 13 new USTs were installed to
meet the operating needs of the GDSCC as the most cost-effective and environ-
mentally sound alternative to comply with the county, state, and Federal regu-
lations that pertained to USTs.
This present publication describes the work undertaken by the GDSCC (see
Section IV) to remove and replace USTs to bring its USTs into an updated
environmental compliance with San Bernardino County regulations.
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SECTIONllI
THE GOLDSTONE DEEP SPACE COMMUNICATIONS COMPLEX (GDSCC)
A. LOCATION OF THE GDSCC
The Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex (GDSCC) is located in
southern California, in a natural, bowl-shaped depression in the Mojave Desert,
in San Bernardino County about 40 miles north of Barstow, California, and about
160 miles northeast of Pasadena, California, where the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory (JPL) is located.
As indicated in Section I, the GDSCC is part of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's (NASA's) Deep Space Network (DSN), one of the
world's largest and most sensitive scientific telecommunications and radio
navigation networks. The Goldstone Complex is managed, technically directed,
and operated for NASA by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena, California.
The 52-mi 2 Goldstone Complex lies within the western part of the Fort
Irwin Military Reservation (Figure 2). A Use Permit for the land was granted
to NASA by the U.S. Army. The Complex is bordered by the Fort Irwin Military
Reservation on the north, east and southeast; the China Lake U.S. Naval Weapons
Center on the northwest; and the state and Federal lands managed by the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) on the south.
B. FUNCTIONS OF THE GDSCC
After the Space Act of 1958 had accelerated U.S. plans and programs for
space exploration, JPL initiated construction work at Goldstone to build the
first tracking station of what is now known as the Deep Space Network (DSN).
Thus, for more than three decades, the primary purpose of the DSN has been and
continues today to support the tracking of both manned and unmanned spacecraft
missions and to provide instrumentation for radio and radar astronomy in the
exploration of the solar system and the universe.
Over the years, the DSN has become a world leader in the development of
low-noise receivers; tracking, telemetry, and command systems; digital signal
processing; and deep space radio navigation.
The basic responsibilities of the DSN are to receive telemetry signals
from spacecraft, to transmit commands that control the various spacecraft
operations, and to generate the radio navigation data used to locate and guide
the spacecraft to its destination.
Because of its advanced technical ability to perform the above services,
the DSN also is able to carry out the following functions: flight radio-
science, radio and radar astronomy, very long baseline interferometry (VLBI),
precise measurement of minute earth movements (geodynamics), and participation
in the NASA Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI).
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Figure 2. Geographic Relationship of the Coldstone Deep Space
Communications Complex to JPL in Pasadena
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Goldstone also is a research and development (R&D) center to extend the
communication range and to increase the data acquisition capabilities of the
DSN. It serves as a proving ground for new operational techniques. Proto-
types of all new equipment are thoroughly tested at Goldstone before they are
duplicated for installation at overseas stations (see Section III, C below).
C. FACILITIES AT THE GDSCC
The GDSCC is a self-sufficient, working community with its own roads,
airstrip, cafeteria, electrical power, and telephone systems, and it is
equipped to conduct all necessary maintenance, repairs, and domestic support
services. Facilities at the GDSCC include about i00 buildings and structures
that were constructed during a 30-year period from the 1950s through the 1980s.
The construction of additional buildings and structures continues today as the
GDSCC increases its activities and operations.
Goldstone is one of three Deep Space Communications Complexes (DSCCs)
operated by NASA. The three DSCCs are located on three continents: at
Goldstone in southern California's Mojave Desert; in Spain, about 60
kilometers (37 miles) west of Madrid at Robledo de Chavela; and in Australia,
near the Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve, about 40 kilometers (25 miles) southwest
of Canberra. Because these three DSCCs are approximately 120 degrees apart in
longitude, a spacecraft is nearly always in view of one of the DSCCs as the
Earth rotates on its axis (Figure 3).
Activities at the GDSCC support six parabolic dish antennas at five sites
called Deep Space Stations (DSSs): Four sites are operational, while one is
devoted to R&D activities. There also are four, similar, operational DSSs in
Spain and in Australia. Thus, the NASA DSN consists of a worldwide network of
12 operational DSSs. There are three antennas at the Venus Site (for research
and development), while another parabolic dish antenna at Goldstone is
operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
A Network Operations Control Center (NOCC), located at JPL in Pasadena,
controls and monitors the DSN. A Ground Communications Facility (GCF) of the
DSN operates to link together the NOCC at JPL with the three DSCCs at Gold-
stone, Spain, and Australia.
Total NASA/JPL facilities at the GDSCC (Figure 4) include the six DSN
parabolic dish antennas, an airport, a microwave test facility, miscellaneous
support buildings, and a remote support facility in Barstow, California,
located about 40 miles south of the GDSCC. The GDSCC support staff consists
of about 260 personnel on-site and at the Barstow facility. Table 2
summarizes the major facilities, buildings (number and square footage), and
antennas (construction date and size). Three sites within the GDSCC have
antennas (referred to as stations) devoted to NASA DSN operations: Echo
Station, Mars Station, Uranus Station, and two antennas at the Apollo
Station. Two other sites have antennas devoted to research and development:
Venus, operated by the GDSCC, and Mojave, operated by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
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Figure 4. Schematic Map of the Coldstone DSCC Showing Locations of the
Five NASA Deep Space Stations (DSSs) and the Hojave Base
Station Operated by NOAA
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Table 2. Major Facilities at the GDSCC
Site
Buildings Antennas
Station Date of Size
Number Number (ft 2 ) Construction (Meters)
Echo Site
Venus Site
Mars Site
Apollo Site
Mojave Site
h
Airport
Microwave
Test Facility
Miscellaneous
Barstow
Facility i
DSS 12 25 79,208 1961 a 34 b
DSS 13 15 12,589 c 1962 d 26
(present antenna) 9
DSS 13 (now under construction) 34
DSS 14 14 41,754 1966 70 e
DSS 15 1984 34
DSS 16 21 43,978 1965 f 26
DSS 17 9
DSS 18 (proposed) 34
5 11,850 1964 12g
3 4,848 1963/1970 --
MTF l 2,880 1963 --
3 1,430
i 28,343
aThe original antenna, built in 1959, was moved to the Venus Site in 1962.
A 26-meter antenna, built in 1961, was extended to 34 meters in 1978.
bThis antenna is to be dismantled and removed after the DSS 18 antenna at the
Apollo Site becomes operational in 1993.
CThis square footage does not include the two newly constructed facilities
for Hazardous Materials Storage and for Acid Wash.
dThis antenna was constructed at the Echo Site in 1959 and moved to the Venus
Site in 1962.
eOriginally constructed as a 64-meter antenna in 1966, this antenna was
enlarged to 70 meters in 1988.
fThis antenna originally was constructed for the NASA Goddard Space Tracking
and Data Network. JPL/GDSCC/DSN operation of the antenna began in October
1984.
gThis antenna is operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admini-
stration.
hThe airport is located at the Goldstone Dry Lake.
iThis site, a leased facility, is located in Barstow, California, about
40 miles southwest of the GDSCC.
Source: Directory of Goldstone DSCC Buildings and Supporting Facilities (Gold)
Book, Document 880-165, JPL internal document, Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory and National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Revised
Edition, October 1989.
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A 26-meter (85-ft) antenna, located at the Pioneer Site, was deactivated
in 1981. In 1985, the Pioneer antenna (DSS-II) was designated a National
Historic Landmarkby the U.S. Department of Interior, and the Pioneer Site was
returned to the U.S. Army. Each of the Goldstone sites is briefly described
below.
D. ANTENNASTATIONSAT THEGDSCC
I. Echo Site (DSS12)
The Echo Site, as the administration center and operations head-
quarters of the GDSCC,is the most extensively developed site on the complex.
It has one 3&-meter (lll.5-ft) antenna and 24 support buildings, with a
combinedarea of 79,208 ft 2. Support buildings include administration and
engineering offices, cafeteria, dormitory, transportation and maintenance
facilities, storage areas, and warehouses. The Echo Station originally was
built in 1959 as a 26-meter (85-ft) antenna. The antenna was first used in
1960 to support the EchoProject, an experiment to transmit voice communicaL
tions coast-to-coast by bouncing radio signals off the reflective Mylar surface
of a passive balloon-type satellite. In 1962, this original 26-meter antenna
was movedto the Venus Site. In anticipation of this move, a newer 26-meter
antenna had been built at the Echo Site in 1961. In 1978, this antenna was
enlarged to 34 meters (111.5 ft). The present antenna is approximately
35 meters (113 ft) high and weighs about 270,000 kilograms (300 tons). In
1993, it is to be replaced by the new DSS18 34-meter antenna that is proposed
to be constructed at the Apollo Site.
2. Venus Site (DSS13)
The Venus Site consists of two antennas: a 26-meter (85-ft) antenna
and a 9-meter (29.5-ft) antenna. The smaller antenna is no longer used. There
are 15 buildings having a combinedarea of 12,589 ft 2. The support buildings
provide space for operations control, laboratories, offices, security, work-
shops, warehouses, and mechanical equipment. The 26-meter antenna, which was
originally located at the Echo Site, was movedto the Venus Site in 1962. The
antenna was used for a radar astronomy study of the planet Venus. Currently,
its primary functions are research and development and performance- and
reliability-testing of high-power radio-frequency transmitters and new systems
and equipment prior to their introduction into the Deep Space Network.
A new 34-meter (lll.5-ft) antenna is now under construction to replace
the 26-meter antenna. The new DSS13 antenna is planned to begin research and
development activities in 1991. An Environmental Assessmentconcerning this
new antenna is the subject of JPL Publication 87-4, Volume 6, Evironmental
Assessment: New 34-Meter Antenna at Venus Site (June 15, 1988).
3. Mars Site (DSS 14 and DSS 15)
The Mars Site consists of two antennas and 14 buildings, with a
combined area of 41,754 ft 2. The support buildings provide facilities for
operations control, offices, training, mechanical equipment, storage, and
security. In May 1989, M. B. Gilbert Associates (MBGA), Long Beach, Cali-
fornia, submitted an Environmental Assessment to JPL concerning the construc-
tion work needed for a proposed building extension to the Operations Building
(Bldg. G-86) at the Mars Site.
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JPL Publication 87-4, Volume ii, Environmental Assessment: Addition to
Operations Buildin$_ Mars Site (February 15, 1990), is an expanded JPL-version
of the EA document submitted to JPL by MBGA in May 1989.
The Mars Station Antenna (DSS-14), at 70 meters (230 ft) in diameter, is
one of the larger antennas of its kind in the world (see front cover). The
antenna, which was constructed as a 64-meter antenna in 1966 and enlarged to
70 meters in 1988, is 7.25 times more powerful and sensitive than a 26-meter
antenna, extending the range of deep space communications by 2.7 times. It
can maintain communications with spacecraft to the edge of the solar system.
Standing more than 235 ft high, this antenna is one of the more striking
features to be seen in the GDSCC geographic area. The 70-meter antenna was
used in August 1989 for the Voyager 2 spacecraft's encounter with the planet
Neptune. The latter is located at a distance of 4.5 billion kilometers
(2.8 billion miles) from Earth.
The Uranus Station Antenna (DSS-15) is a 34-meter, high-efficiency (HEF),
precision-shaped antenna, located approximately 1,600 ft southeast of the Mars
Station Antenna. Built in 1984, this latest antenna at the GDSCC first was
used in January 1986 to support the encounter of the Voyager 2 spacecraft with
the planet Uranus. The latter is located at a distance of more than 3 billion
kilometers (1.8 billion miles) from Earth. The new, proposed 34-meter,
precision-shaped antennas, now under construction at the Venus Site (see above)
and proposed for the Apollo Site (see below), are similar in size and structure
to this Uranus Station antenna.
4. Apollo Site (DSS 16, DSS 17, and DSS 18)
The Apollo Site has a 26-meter (85-ft) antenna (DSS 16), a 9-meter
(29.5-ft) antenna (DSS 17), and 21 buildings, with a combined total area of
43,978 ft 2. The buildings provide space for operations, equipment, storage,
and warehousing. The 26-meter antenna originally was constructed in 1965 by
NASA's Goddard Space Tracking and Data Network to support the manned Apollo
missions to the moon. Operation of this antenna under JPL management began in
October 1984. Both the 26-meter and the 9-meter antennas now are used to
support the missions of the Space Shuttle (STS) and satellites in both low and
high Earth orbits. [n May 1989, M. B. Gilbert Associates, Long Beach, Cali-
fornia, submitted an Environmental Assessment to JPL concerning the construc-
tion work needed for a proposed new 34-meter (lll.5-ft) antenna (DSS-18) at
the Apollo Site. The details of this Environmental Assessment are described
in JPL Publication 87-4, Volume 10, Environmental Assessment: New 34-Meter
Antenna at Apollo Site (January 15, 1990).
5. Mojave Base Site (NOAA Antenna)
The Mojave Base Site has one antenna and five buildings, with a
combined area of 11,850 ft 2. At one time, these buildings provided support
facilities for operations, equipment, and maintenance. Except for the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) operations buildings, however,
these buildings now are not in use.
The Mojave Base Site Antenna is a 12-meter (40-ft) antenna operated by
NOAA. The antenna is involved in several programs, including monitoring of
shifts in the Earth's tectonic plates, monitoring weather changes, and retriev-
ing information from very low-orbiting Earth satellites.
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E. SUPPORTFACILITIES AT THEGDSCC
i. Goldstone Dry Lake Airport
The airport consists of an approximately 6,000- by 100-ft paved
runway. There are two buildings at the airport site, neither of which is
presently in use. An open hangar is used to provide shelter for a single air-
craft. For its personnel, NASAoperates three scheduled shuttle flights per
week to the GDSCCthat originate from the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport.
In addition, the Goldstone airport is used infrequently by administrative Army
flights. Both NASAand the U.S. Army use propeller-driven aircraft.
2. Microwave Test Facility and Fire-Training Area
The Microwave Test Facility (MTF) and Fire-Training Area consist of
a single building of 2,880 ft 2 along with areas identified for fire fighting.
The MTFis used for research and development testing of antenna microwave
equipment. Fire training includes procedures for the quenching of fires.
3. Miscellaneous Buildings in the GDSCCArea
Three buildings and structures at the GDSCCthat fall into this
category include the main gatehouse, pumphouse, and radio spectrum monitor.
The total area of these three buildings/structures is 1,430 ft 2.
4. Off-Site Facility at Barstow, California
In addition to the above-mentioned on-site facilities, the GDSCC
leases an office and warehousesupport facility in the nearby city of Barstow.
The facility is a single-story, 28,343-ft 2 structure located at 850 Main
Street.
F. NON-STRUCTURALSUPPORTFACILITIES AT THEGDSCC
I. Transportation Network
The major roadways in the area are shown in Figure 5. The only
surface public transportation route to the GDSCCis by the Fort Irwin Road that
leads to Fort Irwin. The NASARoadcutoff from Fort Irwin Road leads into the
GDSCC.NASARoadmerges with Goldstone Road, which is the only north-south
paved access road within the complex. Both NASA and Goldstone Roads are paved
two-lane roads and are maintained by the Fort Irwin Post Engineer. Two-lane
paved access roads also lead to each of the sites and major facilities.
2. Utilities and Services
The Southern California Edison Company provides electricity for the
Goldstone Complex. The GDSCC provides its own backup diesel-engine generators
for operations during emergencies and to ensure continuity of electrical ser-
vice for prescheduled periods of time. Gasoline, diesel oil, and hydraulic
oil are stored in double-walled underground storage tanks fitted with sensors
between the walls to detect leaks. Water is supplied by Fort Irwin from
groundwater basin wells. Sanitary sewage is discharged through septic tank
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systems to leaching fields. The Echo and Mars Sites discharge wastewater to
evaporation ponds (see JPL Publication 87-4, Environmental Projects: Vol_me 8-
Modifications of Wastewater Evaporation Ponds (October 15, 1989).
G. SOLID-WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES AT THE GDSCC
At the Echo Site, the GDSCC operates its own 10-acre, Class III solid-
waste landfill. This facility accepts only nonhazardous, solid wastes.
Most of a small quantity of hazardous waste, generated at the GDSCC each
year, is sent to off-site commercial facilities for reclamation and eventual
reuse. The remainder is transported to off-site commercial treatment or dis-
posal facilities within 90 days of generation. The GDSCC now has four, new,
properly managed storage facilities for hazardous materials and wastes, one is
located at the Echo Site and another at the Venus Site, but operates no facil-
ities requiring a hazardous waste permit. Details concerning the construction
of these two new storage facilities for hazardous materials and wastes at the
Echo and Venus Sites are described in JPL Publication 87-4, Environmental
Projects: Volume 9_ Construction of Hazardous Materials Storage Facilities,
November 15, 1989. Two more storage facilities for hazardous materials and
wastes, one at the Mars Site and the other at the Apollo Site, were completed
in 1990. In accordance with its environmental management program, the GDSCC
conducts all of its waste-management operations in strict compliance with
environmental regulations, in a manner consistent with protection of human
health and the environment.
H. WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT FACILITIES AT THE GDSCC
Four functioning sewage evaporation ponds -- one pair at the Echo Site
and another pair at the Mars Site -- are designed to receive effluent from
upstream septic tank systems. Extensive work was completed in the spring of
1989 to repair and reshape the previously eroded embankments of the wastewater
evaporation ponds. Details of this construction work are recorded in JPL
Publication 87-4, Environmental Proiects: Volume 8_ Modifications of Waste-
water Evaporation Ponds, October 15, 1989.
I. UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS AT THE GDSCC
As a large-scale facility located in a remote, isolated desert region, the
GDSCC operations to support the various DSS antennas require numerous on-site
storage facilities for gasoline, diesel oil, hydraulic oil, and waste oil. The
most environmentally safe and economical way to store large quantities of these
liquids is in double-walled, steel shells with outer fiberglass coating for
corrosion protection, and a monitoring system in the annular space between the
inner and outer shells to detect any leaks in either shell.
The installation of 13 new underground storage tanks with the above-
described, environmentally safe properties (7 at the Echo Site, 5 at the Mars
Site, and one at the Mojave Base Site) is discussed in detail in this present
volume.
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J. OPERATIONALRELATIONSHIPSBETWEENTHEGDSCCANDFORTIRWIN
Becausethe GDSCCis located within the Fort Irwin property, the two
installations potentially can affect each other's roles and missions. Fort
Irwin is a U.S. Army installation serving as the U.S. Army National Training
Center (NTC). The remote desert environment allows military task forces to
practice large-scale training maneuvers that could affect natural, historic,
and cultural resources at the GDSCC.This especially is true when the
maneuversinvolve the movementof heavy equipment (tanks, large trucks) within
the GDSCC.Most maneuversoccur at the eastern border of the GDSCC,and every
effort is madeby both the GDSCCand Fort Irwin personnel to avoid the use of
sensitive areas for such maneuvers.
K. NATURALENVIRONMENTALASPECTSOFTHEGDSCC
I. Geology
The GDSCCis located in the North Central section of the Mojave
Desert Province. Typically, the Mojave Desert Province consists of broad,
flat plains separated by low mountains (I,000 to 2,000 ft of topographic
relief). The GDSCCis situated within one of these low mountain areas.
The GDSCCis located in a naturally occurring bowl-shaped depression
boundedon three sides by geological faults. The Garlock Fault lies to the
north, while the Blackwater and Calico Faults lie, respectively, to the west
and south. The GDSCCis boundedon the east by the Tiefort Mountains. Each
antenna site at the GDSCCis located on natural alluvial material, ranging in
thickness from 15 feet at the Venus Site to more than 70 feet at the Echo Site.
The alluvium is derived from the surrounding hills.
2. Hydrology
Groundwater in the Goldstone area is generally confined and is
found at depths ranging from 170 ft near the Minitrack Site to approximately
1,000 ft below the Echo Site. Chemical analyses of the groundwater have
yielded total dissolved solids (TDS) values in excess of l,O00 ppm, indicating
that the groundwater is brackish. The Goldstone Complex currently obtains
potable water from a group of wells located at Fort Irwin, approximately
I0 miles to the southeast.
3. Climatic Conditions
The GDSCC lies within the U.S. Naval Weather Service's Southwest
Desert, Climatic Area A. Mean annual temperatures for the area range from 50°F
to 80°F. Temperatures can climb as high as II4=F during the summer months, and
drop as low as II°F during the winter months. Mean annual precipitation for
the area is approximately 2.5 in.; most precipitation falls between November
and February.
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SECTIONIV
WORKCARRIEDOUTAT THEGDSCCIN THEREMOVAL/ABANDONMENTOF
26 OLDUNDERGROUNDSTORAGETANKS
A. INTRODUCTION
In December1988, work began to bring the USTsat the GDSCCinto final
compliance with county, state, and Federal environmental regulations. The
Contractor who performed the work is Jenkin Construction Co., Long Beach,
California, while the work was overseen by Engineering-Science, Inc., Pasadena,
California.
The progress of the work, which was completed in mid-May 1989, is summar-
ized in a chronology of work involved in removal and replacement of USTsat
the GDSCC(see Table 3 at the end of this Section).
Whenthe work began in late 1988, there were 27 USTsat the GDSCC.Their
original use and geographical distribution were as follows:
(i) Echo Site: Eleven USTs, of which 6 were in service, 4 were tempor-
arily closed, and one was permanently closed and abandoned in place. Of the
ii USTs, 7 were diesel fuel tanks, and 4 were unleaded gasoline tanks. One of
these unleaded gasoline tanks, G25-2G, had been emptied, steam cleaned,
degassed (inerted), filled with a concrete slurry and abandoned in place as
a result of previous work that had been performed during 1986-87 (see Sec-
tion II).
(2) Mars Site: Seven USTs, of which all 7 were in service. Of the 7
USTs, 4 were diesel fuel tanks, 2 were hydraulic oil tanks, and one was a waste
oil tank.
(3) Mojave Base Site: Six USTs, of which 2 were in service and 4 were
temporarily closed. Of the 6 USTs, 3 were diesel fuel tanks, 2 were waste oil
tanks, and one was an unleaded gasoline tank.
(4) Apollo Site: Two USTs, both of which were unleaded gasoline tanks
and both were temporarily closed.
(5) Goldstone Dry Lake Airport Site: One UST that was an aviation fuel
tank and was temporarily closed. A small, 100-gal, aboveground, aviation fuel
tank (GT0-1) also was at this site.
Temporary closure of a tank means that the UST was emptied of its contents
and steam cleaned to remove any residual sludge. Fifteen (15) pounds of solid
carbon dioxide (Dry Ice) then were placed into the cleaned tank for each
1,000 gallons of the tank's volume to purge the tank's interior of any
flammable vapors to levels that precluded any fire or explosion hazard. The
use of Dry Ice to inert USTs G25-1G and G25-2G is depicted in Figures 6 and 7.
Finally, the UST was sealed with a concrete cap to allow the tank to be
disposed of in the future in an environmentally acceptable way.
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Figure 6. Echo Site: Use of Dry Ice to Inert Tanks G25-1G and G25-2G
Before Their Closures
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B. GENERAL PROCEDURES TO EXCAVATE OLD USTs AT THE GDSCC
Procedures to excavate USTs at the GDSCC and the subsequent closure of
their excavation pits were carried out in compliance with San Bernardino
County/Department of Environmental Health Services (SBC/DEHS) environmental
requirements and regulations.
Prior to the start of any tank closures, permits to close each of the
GDSCC USTs were obtained from the SBC/DEHS. After issuance of the SBC/DEHS
permits, a GDSCC excavation permit was obtained by the JPL project manager
because scheduling of tank removal operations was needed to take into account
various regulatory site inspection requirements, critical tracking periods,
and other GDSCC activities.
Before the start of a tank-excavation procedure, any remaining liquid
and/or sludge was removed from the tank. 0nly after this was done was the
tank exposed and the piping disconnected. Care was taken during the disconnec-
tion of the piping to prevent any residual liquids in the pipes from being
released into the excavation. A combustible-gas meter was used during the
excavation procedures to indicate whether there were any potentially hazardous
concentrations of combustible vapors. A typical view of an excavation to
remove an old UST and its associated piping is shown in Figure 8.
Each tank was rendered inert prior to its removal from the excavation.
This was achieved by steam cleaning the tank to remove any residual liquids.
The cleaned tank then was degassed to purge any remaining combustible vapors.
Degassing, also known as inerting, was performed by placing solid carbon
dioxide (Dry Ice) into the tank shell in a ratio of 15 pounds of dry ice per
1,000 gallons of tank capacity. The combustible-gas meter was used to monitor
the effectiveness of the degassing procedure.
Before the present work began, ii USTs at the GDSCC had been temporarily
closed. These USTs had previously been emptied and rendered inert (degassed).
After confirming that these ii temporarily closed tanks, listed in Table i,
were still inert (using a combustible-gas meter), they were removed from the
excavation without any additional steam cleaning or degassing.
If there was visual or olfactory (odor) evidence of soil contamination
when the tanks were removed, the SBC/DEHS tank-removal inspector required that
soil samples be collected from the excavation bottom. These samples were for-
warded to a State-certified analytical laboratory and analyzed for the various
compounds that had been stored in the tank. If soils were contaminated, they
were disposed of, after analysis, at a permitted hazardous waste disposal
facility.
Vent, product, and recirculation lines entering the excavation either were
removed or capped at both ends of the piping run. Underground electrical,
water, and air lines and all aboveground piping were removed unless a portion
of them were to be reused in one of the new tank installations. Pumps, pump
islands, old concrete, and asphalt were removed from the excavation area.
These materials, along with any removed piping, were transported to the GDSCC
on-site solid waste disposal facility at the Echo Site.
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The fates of the 23 old UST shells that were removed, and that of the
single small aboveground tank at the Goldstone Dry Lake Airport, varied as
follows: eight of the 24 old tank shells were cut up as scrap at the GDSCC and
the scrap was delivered to Avalon Salvage, Inc., Hinkley, California, while 16
of the 24 old tank shells were hauled intact to Avalon Salvage, Inc., where
they were destroyed. The correspondence concerning the destruction of the 24
old tank shells is presented in Appendix A.
Co GENERAL PROCEDURES TO CLOSE THE EXCAVATION PITS FROM WHICH THE OLD USTs
HAD BEEN REMOVED
After the USTs at the GDSCC were exhumed from their respective excava-
tions, the excavation pits were closed by backfilling, compaction, and, where
appropriate, resurfacing with asphalt and/or concrete. Backfill material was
available from native soils near each excavation. The backfill material was
compacted to 95 percent of maximum density at optimum moisture. Compaction
testing was required at several sites to assure future integrity of surface
covers and nearby buildings. All concrete used in resurfacing the filled and
compacted excavation pits at the GDSCC contains Lytle Creek Aggregate.
The only exception to this general closure procedure was the excavation
of the GSI-2D and G82-3D USTs at the Mars Site. After the two USTs were
removed from this excavation, the excavation was not filled but was enlarged
to accommodate the two new 25,000 gallon USTs, G82-1D and G81-2D, for the Mars
Generator Building (G-81). Closure of this particular excavation pit was
carried out in accordance with the SBC/DEHS requirements for the installation
of new USTs.
D. SPECIFIC REMOVAL OR ABANDONMENT OF OLD USTs AT THE GDSCC
Of the original 27 old USTs at the GDSCC, one already had been abandoned
in place in 1987. The 1988-89 work described in this present publication,
therefore, only had to deal with 26 USTs, 15 of which were in service, and ii
of which had been closed temporarily. Of these 26 USTs, 23 were removed from
the ground, cut up, hauled away, and disposed of in an environmentally accept-
able manner. Two USTs at the Mars Site, and one at the Echo Site, however,
because of possible structure and building damage that could occur during
their excavation, were not removed but were abandoned in place. Thus, of the
original 27 USTs at the GDSCC, four USTs now remain abandoned in the GDSCC
ground.
The removal of the 23 USTs from the ground is described, by site, as
follows:
(i) Echo Site:
A generalized plot plan to permit the easy location of the major
buildings at the Echo Site is depicted in Figure 9. A more detailed plot plan
of the Echo Site as it was in 1987 is shown in Figure i0.
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a. UST Group G27
This group of three diesel-fuel USTs (G27-1D, G27-2D, and
G27-3D) was among the oldest USTs at the GDSCC: the 12,000 gal G27-1D and the
12,000 gal G27-2D were installed in 1961, while the 15,000 gal G27-3D was
installed in 1960. The three tanks were located southeast of Building G-27 as
depicted in Figure ii, a partial plot of the Echo Site that shows the loca-
tions of five groups old USTs. Building G-27 is an Office/Storage Building.
In December 1986, each of the three G-27 USTs had passed a Horner leak
test and each was kept in service. USTs G27-1D and G27-2D were retained as
diesel fuel tanks, while UST G2-3D, the 15,000 gal tank, was converted to a
temporary unleaded gasoline tank designated G27-1G. This diesel oil-to-
unleaded gasoline conversion made up for the losses of two previous gasoline-
dispensing tanks, UST G25-1G (temporary closure) and UST G25-2G (abandoned in
place).
Thus, UST G27-3D also may be referred to in this report as UST G27-1G;
both designations, however, refer to the same UST.
USTs G27-1D and G27-2D were steam cleaned, inerted, exhumed, and the tank
shells were h_uled away from the GDSCC. The area from which these two USTs
had been removed was backfilled, compacted, and resurfaced with concrete.
Because UST G27-3D, however, was adjacent to Bldg. G-27 (see Figure 12),
it could not be removed without resultant damage to the building. Thus, it was
decided to steam clean, inert, fill the tank with a concrete slurry and abandon
the UST in place. This was the second UST at the Echo Site to be abandoned in
place; UST G25-2G previously had been abandoned in 1987.
b. UST Group G25
This was a group of two unleaded gasoline USTs. UST G25-1G
was a i0,000 gal tank installed in 1961, while UST G25-2G was a i0,000 gal tank
installed in 1969. The two tanks were located almost due west of Building
G-25 (see Figure II). Building G-25 is a Transportation/Maintenance Building.
Because UST G25-2G lay directly under a retaining wall of an adjacent
parking lot, it could not be removed without extensive damage to the surface
structures (see Figure 13). In December 1986, UST G25-2G was steam cleaned,
inerted, filled with a concrete slurry, and abandoned in place. This was the
first UST at the GDSCC to be abandoned in place.
The second tank of UST Group 25, UST G25-1G, which had been temporarily
closed, was steam cleaned, inerted, exhumed, and the tank shell was hauled away
from the GDSCC. The area from which the UST had been removed was backfilled,
compacted, and resurfaced with concrete.
c. UST Group G42
This was a group of two, 2,000 gal tanks installed in 1969:
UST G42-1G was an unleaded gasoline tank, while G42-2D stored diesel fuel. The
two tanks were located southeast of Bldg. G-42, the garage building (see
Figure Ii). In 1986, UST G42-1G passed the Horner leak test and was kept in
service, while the piping associated with G42-2D failed the Horner leak test
and the UST was temporarily closed.
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In 1989, both USTswere steam cleaned, inerted, exhumed,cut up as scrap,
and the scrap hauled away from the GDSCC.The area from which the USTshad
been removedwas backfilled, compacted, and resurfaced with concrete.
The backfilling of the pit, from which G42-1Ghad been extracted, was
delayed because the excavation evidenced somepossible soil contamination.
There was a definite odor of hydrocarbons, but the soil was not discolored.
The action taken by the GDSCC,with respect to this soil contamination, will be
treated in Volume 14, the next volume in this ongoing series of environmental
projects at the GDSCC.
d. USTGroup G24
This was a group of two, 12,000 gal, diesel-fuel tanks
installed in 1973. The two tanks were located northwest of Bldg. G-24, the
Generator Building. In 1986, both tanks passed the Horner leak test and were
kept in service for the diesel-fueled electrical generators at the Echo Site.
In 1989, both USTswere steam cleaned, inerted, exhumed,and the two tank
shells were hauled away from the GDSCC.The excavation to remove these two
USTsis depicted in Figure 14.
The area from which the USTshad been removedwas backfilled, compacted,
and resurfaced with concrete.
e. USTGroup TF
During the oil embargoexperienced by the United States in
1973-74, these two, 12,000 gal, diesel-fuel tanks, USTsTF-3D and TF-4D, were
installed as an emergencyprecaution. Neither tank was ever put into service.
The two USTswere located along a dirt service road about 500 ft east of the
Echo Site's Facility Service Yard (see Figures i0, Ii, 15 and 16).
In 1986, both USTspassed a Horner leak test, but then were temporarily
closed. In 1989, the two USTs were steam cleaned, inerted, exhumed, and the
two tank shells were hauled away from the GDSCC. The area from which the USTs
had been removed was backfilled and compacted, but no surface coating was
added.
(2) Mars Site:
A generalized partial plot plan to permit the easy location of the
major buildings at the Mars Site is depicted in Figure 17.
a. UST Group G81
This was a group of four, 12,000 gal, diesel-fuel tanks: two
of them, G81-1DA and GSI-IDB, were installed in 1965 and were fabricated of
unprotected steel shells, while the other two, G81-2D and G81-3D, were
installed in 1984 and were fabricated of protected fiberglass-coated steel
shells.
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These four, diesel-fuel USTswere located in two groups of two USTseach
to the south and southwest of Bldg. G-81, the Generator Building at the Mars
Site.
In December1986, USTsGSI-2Dand G81-3Dpassed the Horner leak tests and
were kept in service until 1989 whenthey were steam cleaned, inerted, exhumed,
and the two tank shells were hauled away from the GDSCC. The pit from which
these two USTswere removedwas not backfilled, but was expandedand shaped to
receive the two, new, diesel-fuel tanks designated G81-1Dand G82-2D(see
Section U). With the removal of the two old USTs, the tank-designation UST
G81-3Dceased to exist at the GDSCC.
In January 1987, USTsG81-1DAand GSI-IDB passed the Horner leak tests
but had to have their piping leaks repaired. After the repair work, the two
USTswere kept in service until 1989. Because the removal of these two USTs
could have resulted in damageto the adjacent generator building, Bldg. G-81,
it was decided to steam clean, inert, and fill the two USTswith concrete
slurry and abandon them in place. Thus, two USTsare abandonedin place at
the Mars Site as well as two abandonedUSTsat the Echo Site. The partial
excavation of USTsGSI-IDA and G81-1DBis shown in Figure 18.
b. UST14-1WO
This USTwas a 920 gal tank installed in 1973 that was used
to store waste oil from the diesel generators in Bldg. G81. It was located
northwest of the building (see Figure 17). In December1986, this USTpassed
a Homer leak test and was kept in service.
In 1989, UST14-1WOwas emptied, steam cleaned, exhumed,and the tank
shell was hauled away from the GDSCC.The area from which the USThad been
removedwas backfilled, completed, and resurfaced with concrete.
c. Hydraulic Oil USTs
Twoi0,000 gal USTsinstalled in 1971, USTs14-1HOand 14-2H0,
were used to store hydraulic oil needed for the operation of the Mars antenna(DSS14). Both USTs, located northeast of the antenna (see Figures 17 and 19),
passed their Horner leak tests in 1986 and were kept in service.
In 1989, both USTswere emptied, steam,cleaned, degassed, exhumed, and the
two tank shells were hauled away from the GDSCC.The area from which these two
USTshad been removedwas backfilled, compacted, and resurfaced with concrete.
(3) Mojave Base Site:
A generalized plot plan, depicting the various buildings and USTs
as they were at the Mojave Base Site in 1987, is shown in Figure 20.
a. UST Group M9
This group consisted of four USTs, three to store diesel fuel
and one to store waste oil from diesel generators. The three diesel-fuel USTs,
each of 24,000 gal capacity, were installed in 1964 and were designated Mg-ID,
M9-2D, and M9-3D. The single waste oil UST, of 500 gal capacity, was used to
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store used crankcase lubrication oil collected from the diesel generators
housed in Bldg. M9. This smaller UST also was installed in 1964 and was named
M9-4WO. The four USTs were located southwest of Bldg. M9, the generator
building at the Mojave Base Site (see Figure 20). A detailed drawing of the
area that housed the four USTs near Bldg. M9 is shown in Figure 21.
In December 1986, the four USTs were Horner-tested for leaks. UST M9-1D
passed the test and it was kept in service. The piping associated with M9-2D
and M9-3D failed to pass the leak test. UST M9-4WO, however, passed the Horner
test. The latter three USTs, M9-2D, M9-3D and M9-4WO, were emptied and sealed
for temporary closure.
In 1989, the three USTs M9-1D, M9-2D and M9-3D were steam-cleaned,
degassed, exhumed, and the three tank shells were hauled away from the GDSCC.
The exhumation of a diesel tank and the waste oil tank is shown in Figure 22.
The area from which USTs M9-1D, Mg-2D, and Mg-3D had been removed was
backfilled, compacted and resurfaced with concrete. The backfilling of the
pit, from which UST M9-4WO had been exhumed, however, was delayed because the
excavation revealed some soil contamination. The action taken by the GDSCC,
with regard to this soil contamination will be treated in Volume 14, the next
volume in this ongoing series of environmental projects at the GDSCC.
The UST M9-4WO tank shell was cut up as scrap metal at the GDSCC and the
scrap was hauled away.
b. UST M56-1WO
UST M56-1WO, located southwest of Bldg. M6, the Telemetry
Building (see Figure 20), was a 7,500 gal UST installed in 1964 and used to
store waste oil. In 1986, the UST passed a Horner leak test and was emptied
and sealed for temporary closure.
In 1989, UST M56-1WO was steam cleaned, degassed, exhumed, cut up as
scrap metal at the GDSCC, and the scrap was hauled away. The pit from which
the UST had been removed was backfilled, compacted, and resurfaced with
concrete.
c. UST M27-1G
Located at the western edge of the Mojave Base Site Road, UST
M27-1G was a 4,000 gal tank that had been installed in 1960 (see Figure 20).
It supplied unleaded gasoline for the fuel dispensing island at the Mojave
Base Site (Figure 23). In 1986, it passed a Horner leak test and was kept in
service.
In 1989, it was decided to move the fuel dispensing island eastward closer
to Bldg. M8, the Operations Bldg. next to the NOAA antenna. Thus, UST M27-1G
was emptied, steam cleaned, degassed, exhumed, and the tank shell was hauled
away from the GDSCC. The excavation from which the UST and the fuel dispensing
island had been removed was backfilled, compacted, and resurfaced with
concrete.
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(4) Apollo Site:
A generalized partial plot plan, depicting some of the buildings
and two USTs as they were at the Apollo Site in 1987, is shown in Figure 24.
The two USTs that were at the Apollo Site belonged to UST Group AI. Both
USTs were located south of Bldg. AI, the Operations Building, both stored
unleaded gasoline, and both were installed in 1964. A more detailed drawing
of the geographical relationship between Bldg. AI and the USTs AI-IG and AI-2G
is shown in Figure 25.
The two A1USTs were not of equal capacity; AI-IG could hold 4,000 gal,
while AI-2G had a capacity of 7,500 gal.
In 1986, both USTs were Horner tested for leaks. UST AI-IG passed the
test, but the piping associated with AI-2G failed. Both USTs were emptied,
steam cleaned, degassed, and sealed for temporary closure. The steam-cleaning
apparatus used in the cleaning of the Apollo Site USTs is shown in Figure 26.
In 1989, both A1USTs were exhumed, cut up as scrap metal at the GDSCC,
and the scrap was hauled away. The respective pits from which the two USTs
had been removed were backfilled, compacted, and resurfaced with concrete.
(5) Goldstone Dry Lake Airport Site:
A generalized plot plan of the Goldstone Dry Lake Airport as it was
in 1987 is depicted in Figure 27.
The single UST at the airport, designated G71-1, was a 2,000 gal tank
that held aviation fuel. It was located northwest of Bldg. G-71, the former
Airport Terminal Building, and it was installed in 1966.
In December 1986, UST G71-1 passed a Horner leak test and then was
emptied, cleaned, degassed, and sealed for temporary closure. In 1989, UST
GTI-I was exhumed, cut up as scrap metal at the GDSCC, and the scrap was
hauled away. The pit from which the UST was extracted was backfilled and
compacted but not covered with any surface coating.
In addition to UST GTI-I, the 2,000 gal underground storage tank, the
airport also had a i00 gal, aboveground tank for the storage of aviation fuel.
It also was emptied, steam cleaned, degassed, cut up as scrap metal at the
GDSCC, and the scrap was hauled away.
E. GENERAL: CLEANING OF THE USTs
The cleaning of the USTs at the GDSCC and the testing for any residual
explosive gases remaining with a GX3 Gas & Oxygen Monitor, was carried out by
Cleaning and Pumping Specialists, Inc., Signal Hill, California, 90806. The
cleaning records for all USTs and the calibration of the GX3 Gas & Oxygen
Monitor are presented in Appendix B.
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Table 3. Chronology of Work Involved in Removal and Replacement of
Underground Storage Tanks at the GDSCC*
1988
19 Dec. Mars Site: Contractor began to empty and disconnect Underground
Storage Tanks (USTs) and to break up concrete slabs of USTs
GSI-2D, G81-3D, 14-1H0 and 14-2H0. The new UST that is to replace
G81-3D will now be designated as GSI-ID.
20 Dec. Mars Site: As precaution not to damage any possible underground
electrical cables, 14-1H0 and 14-2H0 USTs were excavated by hand.
Concrete-slab tops of USTs were broken up with jackhammers.
21 Dec. General: Engineering-Science (E-S) provided the Contractor with
a list of existing USTs at the GDSCC, with information about each
tank's capacity and physical dimensions. At request of personnel
of San Bernardino County/Department of Environmental Health Ser-
vices (SBC/DEHS), E-S asked the Contractor to supply information
to the County concerning the Vapor Recovery System (VRS) to be
used in emptying USTs.
22 Dec. General: E-S informed Contractor that permit for the VRS will be
processed by San Bernardino County and that the GDSCC will acquire
it from the County for the GDSCC environmental department.
28 Dec. Echo Site: Existing pavement and curbs at the General Services
Administration (GSA) Fuel Dispensing Station (FDS) No. i were cut
and demolished.
Mojave Base Site (MBS): Saw cut and demolished existing pavement
at GSA/FDS #3 (UST M27-1G).
Mars Site: Barricaded demolition work area at site of USTs
14-1H0 and 14-2H0.
29 Dec. MBS: Hand-excavated top cover and broke up existing asphalt
pavement at USTs M9-4W0 and M56-1W0.
Apollo Site: Hand-excavated top cover of UST AI-2G.
1989
3 Jan. MBS: Subbase earthwork of pavement adjacent to USTs M9-4W0 and
M56-1W0 was scarified, mixed, and compacted.
Apollo Site: Exploratory excavation began around USTs AI-IG and
AI-2G.
*This chronology is based upon Daily Field Reports written by Engineering-
Science, Inc., Pasadena, California, the Resident Engineer that represented
JPL in this Environmental Project at the GDSCC.
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Table 3. Chronology of Work Involved in Removal and Replacement of
Underground Storage Tanks at the GDSCC (Cont'd)
5 Jan. General: E-S requested a revision of the UST replacement schedule
after the delivery dates of the replacement USTs were confirmed.
9 Jan. Apollo Site: Sawed apart concrete pad atop UST AI-2G.
Mars Site: Broke up concrete pads atop USTs GSI-3D and G81-2D.
General: E-S asked the Contractor to provide a schedule to San
Bernardino County personnel for the removal of USTs from
Goldstone.
i0 Jan. Echo Site: Demolished concrete pads atop USTs G27-1G, G27-2D,
and G27-3D.
MBS: Removed and demolished the covers atop USTs M9-1D, M9-2D,
Mg-3D and M56-1W0. Broke up the concrete island atop UST M27-1G,
the tank of GSA/FDS No. 3.
Mars Site: Completed demolition and removal of covers of USTs
G82-2D and GSI-3D.
Airport Site: Broke up concrete pad atop UST G71-1.
General: E-S processed permits for excavation of five USTs.
12 Jan. Echo Site:
No. I.
Installed concrete pouring forms for new GSA/FDS
Mars Site: Cleaned hydraulic tanks 14-1H0 and 14-2H0, and diesel
tanks G81-2D and G82-3D.
MBS: Constructed forms for concrete slab at new GSA/FDS #3.
Dismantled and removed the old FDS.
General: Jenkin Construction Co. (Contractor) and GDSCC
personnel met to discuss schedule for removal of old USTs and
installation of new tanks. Because standby diesel tanks are
available for the electrical generating plant at the Echo Site,
the GDSCC agreed to accept a 4,800 gal capacity tank instead of
an 8,000 gal tank as called for in Change Order #3 specifications.
13 Jan. Echo Site: Cleaned inside of USTs G27-2D and G27-3D. Cut and
prepared wooden forms for concrete slabs, and prepared holes for
the island piers of GSA/FDS #I.
MBS: Continued excavation of USTs M9-1D, M9-2D, M9-3D, M9-4W0
and M56-1W0 and the dismantling of their piping systems. Began
cleaning of interiors of USTs M9-1D and M9-2D.
General: Conducted compaction tests of subgrade of proposed
pavements at GSA/FDS #I at the Echo Site and GSA/FDS #3 at MBS.
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Underground Storage Tanks at the GDSCC(Cont'd)
14 Jan. Airport Terminal: Cleaned interiors of UST G71-1, and G70-1, the
aboveground tank. GDSCC and Security personnel agreed to allow
tank-cleaning crews to work today (Saturday).
16 Jan. Echo Site: Began to uncover USTs G27-1G, G27-2D, G27-3D, G42-1D,
G42-2D and G25-1G. The concrete slab of GSA/FDS #2 (Heavy
Equipment fuel dispensing station east of Bldg. G-42) was broken
up and the station was dismantled. The outside pipe at Bldg.
G-24 and the connections to G24-1D and G24-2D were exposed to
permit transfer of their diesel fuel contents to a standby,
trailer-mounted tank of 4,800 gal capacity that was delivered to
the Bldg. G-24 site.
Apollo Site: USTs AI-IG and AI-2G were uncovered.
17 Jan. Echo Site: Continued excavation and dismantling of piping of
USTs G27-2D, G27-3D, G42-1D and G25-1G. UST G27-1G will be kept
active as a gasoline dispensing tank until the new GSA/FDS #I is
completed and ready to function. Resumed construction of wooden
form for concrete pouring at GSA/FDS #i.
MBS: Continued cleaning of insides of USTs M9-1D and M9-2D.
General: Schedule for UST removals was submitted by the
Contractor.
18 Jan. Echo Site: To get access to and to facilitate the removal of
USTs G27-2D and G27-3D, dirt that was adjacent to the open
excavations of USTs G27-2D and G27-3D was moved to an open area
between Bldgs. G-24 and G-28.
MBS: Cleaned the interiors of USTs M9-3D, Mg-4W0 and M56-1W0.
Set wooden forms for the concrete slab at the new GSA/FDS #3.
Mars Site: Excavated around USTs GSI-2D and G81-3D.
19 Jan. Echo Site: Fill dirt from an approved pit from excavations at
the Evaporation Pond was hauled to various UST sites to fill in
the pits that are left after USTs are extracted from underground.
MBS: Uncovered USTs M9-1D, M9-2D and M9-3D.
Apollo Site: Cleaned insides of USTs AI-IG and AI-2G.
Airport Terminal: Uncovered UST G71-1. G70-1 is an aboveground
storage tank.
20 Jan. Echo Site: Completed cleaning of insides of tanks G25-1G,
G42-1D, G42-2D, TF-3D and TF-4D.
Mars Site: Began to shore up work area adjacent to USTs 14-1HO
and 14-2H0
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General: E-S and the GDSCC Safety Office issued fire permits for
each UST site. The GDSCC Safety Office requested that Lower
Explosive Level (LEL) tests be conducted on each removed UST
before torches are used to cut up the tank.
23 Jan. MBS: USTs M9-1D, M9-2D, M9-3D, Mg-4w0 and M56-1W0 were removed
from the ground and were begun to be cut apart.
Apollo Site: USTs AI-IG and AI-2G were removed from the ground.
Mars Site: Uncovered USTs 14-1H0 and 14-2H0.
General: San Bernardino County Environmental Health Inspector
visited the GDSCC tank sites to inspect the excavations after
USTs were removed. Soil samples were collected from beneath the
excavated tanks to test for any possible soil contamination.
24 Jan. Apollo Site: Began to backfill holes that remained after USTs
AI-IG and AI-2G were exhumed.
Airport Terminal: UST GTI-I was excavated to be cut up into scrap
metal. UST GT0-1, the aboveground storage tank, also was to be
cut up.
Mars Site: USTs G81-2D, G81-3D, 14-1H0 and 14-2H0 were pulled
out of the ground.
General: At a meeting involving GDSCC management, E-S personnel,
and the Jenkin Construction Co., the GDSCC gave the Contractor
permission to backfill the holes created by the excavations of
the USTs. But this backfilling could take place only AFTER any
apparently contaminated soil samples were first set aside for
testing as required by San Bernardino County. This decision was
made because it takes at least two weeks for the testing labora-
tory to provide soil-test results.
25 Jan. Echo Site: USTs G27-2D, G27-3D, G25-1G, G42-1G, and G42-2D were
exhumed.
MBS: Began backfilling of holes that remained from excavation of
tanks.
Apollo Site: Began backfilling of holes that remained from
excavation of tanks.
26 Jan. Echo Site: Continued backfilling and compaction of excavated
areas, torch cutting of the exhumed tanks, and removal of the
cut-up tank debris from the GDSCC. E-S reminded the Contractor
to pave over the areas that were backfilled. A compaction test
will be conducted before paving is begun. Odor of soil removed
in the excavation of UST G42-1G indicates the soil may have been
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contaminated by tank leakage. After consultation with GDSCC
management, E-S instructed the Contractor to pile removed soil
onto a paved area. This soil will be removed after consultation
with SBC/DEHS personnel.
MBS: Odor of soil removed in excavation of UST M9-4WO indicates
the soil may have been contaminated. The same procedure was
followed as described for UST G42-1G at Echo Site (see immediately
above).
27 Jan. Echo Site: Contractor expanded the excavated area from which UST
G42-1G was removed. Soil samples were taken for analyses.
MBS: To determine the extent of any soil contamination, the GDSCC
arranged to have test borings drilled into the hole remaining
after removal of UST M9-4W0.
General: Continued backfilling and compaction at sites after
removal of USTs from Echo, Apollo, Mojave Base Station and Airport
Sites. Continued hauling away pieces of cut-up, scrapped tanks.
30 Jan. Echo Site: At the request of the GDSCC Environmental Office, E-S
instructed the Contractor to spread out the possibly contaminated
soil exhumed in the removal of UST G42-1G. The excavated area
also was expanded to remove any additional possibly contaminated
soil.
Mars Site: Excavated area from which diesel USTs had been removed
were expanded in size and shape to accommodate the installation
of the new diesel replacement tanks, G81-1D and G81-2D.
General: Continued hauling away of pieces of cut-up, scrapped
tanks and piping out of the GDSCC.
31 Jan. MBS: Excavation begun to install the new M8-1G UST.
i Feb. Echo Site: Backfilled the excavations and compacted the soils at
sites from which USTs TF-3D and TF-4D had been removed.
2 Feb. General: Work stopped at 11:30 a.m. because of strong gusty
winds.
3 Feb. General: Work stopped at i0:00 a.m. because of powerful wind
gusts.
6 Feb. Mars Site: Work began on the route and piping running between
the electrical generators in Bldg. G-81 and the site for the new
diesel fuel USTs.
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7 Feb. MBS: Trenching and laying out of underground electrical conduits
were carried out between Bldg. M-12 and the site for the new
GSA/FDS No. 3 (UST M8-1G). Excavated route then was backfilled
and compacted.
8 Feb. General: California Highway Patrol closed the road between
Barstow and the GDSCC because of severe weather conditions (heavy
snowfall). Fort Irwin, entry to the GDSCC, closed its gates to
traffic. No construction activities today.
9 Feb. Mars Site: Continued work on fuel-oil supply and return lines
leading to electrical generators inside Bldg. G-81.
i0 Feb. General: The GDSCC received delivery of the following new USTs:
14-1H0, 14-2H0 and 14-1W0 for the Mars Site, and G42-1D for the
Echo Site.
13 Feb. Echo Site: Trenching and laying out of underground electrical
conduits between Bldg. G-24 and new GSA/FDS No. i.
Mars Site: Final excavation and embedment procedures to receive
the two new 14-1H0 and 14-2H0 replacement USTs.
General: E-S instructed Contractor to remove all dead electrical
wires left in any abandoned conduits after old USTs and fuel
dispensers were removed.
14 Feb. Mars Site: In the presence of GDSCC representatives and inspec-
tors from the SBC/DEHS, personnel of Joor Manufacturing, Inc.,
Escondido, California, tested the new tanks 14-1H0 and 14-2H0 for
integrity of tanks' outer coatings (Holiday test). The excavation
and embedment for the two new tanks also were inspected before the
tanks were lowered into place. The excavation then was backfilled
with pea gravel to ensure complete burial of the tanks beneath the
pea gravel. Continued preparation of excavation to receive the
new G81-1D and G81-2D USTs.
15 Feb. Mars Site: New replacement tanks for USTs G81-1D and G81-2D
arrived at the GDSCC.
16 Feb. Mars Site: Prepared USTs I$-IH0 and 14-2H0 for pressure testing.
Continued piping installation at Generator Bldg. G-S1.
17 Feb. Mars Site: Ran a Holiday Test on new USTs G81-1D and G81-2D.
The two USTs then were lowered into place and the excavation was
backfilled with pea gravel. The installation of the new USTs was
witnessed by representatives of the GDSCC and JPL, and by the
SBC/DEHS Inspector.
Echo Site: A standby, fuel-storage tank was positioned next to
Bldg. G-24 to prepare to empty USTs G24-1D and G24-2D so they
could be cleaned.
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20 Feb. Echo Site: Uncovered USTs G24-1D and G24-2D. Began the
construction of the structure for GSA/FDS No. i.
Mars Site: Prepared forms for concrete slab to cover tops of
14-1H0 and 14-2H0 USTs.
21 Feb. Echo Site: In the presence of representatives of the GDSCC and
E-S, and the SBC/DEHS Inspector, USTs G24-1D and G24-2D were
removed from the ground. A geological team from E-S took sample
soil cores to about the 40-ft depth level from the pit that had
held UST G42-1G.
MBS: Four 40-ft deep sample soil cores were taken from the pit
that had held Mg-4w0.
Mars Site: Electricians began installation of new leak/level
detection system conduits between Bldg. G-82 and the existing
disconnect switch adjacent to USTs 14-1H0 and 14-2H0. A concrete
slab was poured over these two USTs.
22 Feb. Echo Site: Shaped excavation pit in preparation for installation
of the two new diesel tanks, G24-1D and G24-2D. A geological
team from E-S took seven horizontal soil sample cores at depths
of 1.5-ft and 3.0-ft at the site of UST G42-1G.
MBS: Excavated pit to receive the new M8-1G UST for GSA/FDS
No. 3.
23 Feb. Mars Site: Electrical conduits and junction boxes installed at
Bldg. G-81.
24 Feb. Echo Site: New USTs G24-1W0 and G42-2D were delivered to the
GDSCC.
Mars Site: Began trenching for the southeast hydraulic oil
interceptors and their piping.
MBS: New UST MS-IG was delivered to the GDSCC.
27 Feb. Mars Site: New UST GI4-1W0 was Holiday tested in presence of
SBC/DEHS Inspector. Trenched for and installed underground
electrical conduits at Bldg. G-81.
Echo Site: Excavated and prepared pit to receive the new UST for
GSA/FDS No. i. Continued shaping of excavations to receive new
USTs G24-1D, G24-2D and G24-1W0. E-S informed the Contractor to
comply with Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
requirements in the excavations for USTs G24-1D, G24-2D, G24-1W0
and GSA/FDS No. i.
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28 Feb. Mars Site: UST GI4-1W0 was installed and the pit was backfilled
with pea gravel. Continued work on piping for fuel and vent
lines for USTs GSI-ID, G81-2D and GI4-1W0.
1 Mar. Mars Site: UST GI4-1W0 was prepared for a pressure test.
2 Mar. General: Delivery of new USTs G24-1D, G24-2D, GSA/FDS No. I, and
GDS/FDS No. 2 completed the delivery of new USTs to the GDSCC.
Because of very strong wind gusts, the four USTs were not off-
loaded today.
3 Mar. Echo Site: USTs G2_-ID, G24-2D, GSA/FDS No. i, GSA/FDS No. 2, and
G24-1W0 were Holiday tested and installed into their respective
excavation pits.
6 Mar. Echo Site: Excavation pits for the newly installed USTs G24-1D,
G24-2D, G24-1W0, and GSA/FDS Nos. 1 and 2 were backfilled with
pea gravel.
Mars Site: After inspection of the interiors of the new USTs,
14-1H0 and 14-2H0, by Bert Schmitt of the GDSCC, the transfer of
hydraulic oil into these two USTs was begun. To receive the
southeast oil interceptors, a subgrade was prepared that used pea
gravel instead of compacted backfill.
7 Mar. Mars Site: All piping, pumps, filters, controls and other appur-
tenances of the temporary hydraulic oil system were transferred,
fitted and connected to the newly installed 14-1H0 and 14-2H0
USTs.
9 Mar. MBS: Decided to move the location of the excavation pit for UST
MS-IG 5-ft to the south to avoid interference with an existing
8-in. domestic water line.
I0 Mar. Echo Site: Pipe channel to Bldg. G-24 was opened up by jack-
hammering the concrete slab of the building.
Mars Site: Continued work on fitting piping and other systems to
USTs 14-1H0, 14-2H0, GSI-ID, GSI-2D, and 14-1W0. Continued elec-
trical work for hydraulic oil USTs 14-1H0 and 14-2H0.
13 Mar. MBS: Installed rebars for concrete island for GSA/FDS No. 3.
l& Mar. Echo Site: Sheet-metal canopy installed for GSA/FDS No. i.
Mars Site: Work continued on manways and pipe fittings for USTs
G81-1D, G81-2D and 14-1H0.
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15 Mar. Echo Site: Began trenching for fuel lines to run between GSA/FDS
No. i and USTs GSA-I and GSA-2. Work continued on manway mount-
ings and fitting pipings for fuel lines to USTs G24-1D, G24-2D
and G24-1W0.
Mars Site: Continued backfilling around the southeast oil inter-
ceptors, and continued trenching for the piping of these oil
interceptors. Continued electrical work for instrumentation of
the new hydraulic and diesel USTs equipment.
16 Mar. Echo Site: In presence of representatives of the GDSCC, Joor
Manufacturing Co., E-S, and an SBC/DEHS Inspector, USTs G42-1D
and G42-2D were Holiday tested and placed into their excavation
pit.
Mars Site: Supply and return lines of USTs GSI-ID and G82-2D were
tested at 80 psi, in the presence of the E-S resident engineer
and an SBC/DEHS Inspector. The USTs passed without any leakage.
MBS: In presence of representatives of the GDSCC and E-S, and an
SBC/DEHS Inspector, UST M8-1G was Holiday tested and placed into
its excavation pit.
17 Mar. Echo Site: Excavation pit for USTs G42-1D and G42-2D was back-
filled with pea gravel. Electrical work continued for GSA/FDS
No. i.
MBS: Excavation pit for UST M8-1G was backfilled with pea gravel.
Apollo Site: The GDSCC asked the Contractor to excavate a pit
12 x 22 x 4 ft (deep) at the site of removed UST AI-2G. The pit
is to be backfilled and compacted to 95 percent of maximum density
at optimum moisture.
20 Mar. General: Most workers left the GDSCC at 9:00 a.m. because of
strong gusty winds. Only 16 workers remained at the site full
time.
21 Mar. MBS: Began electrical work for GSA/FDS No. 3.
22 Mar. Echo Site: Forms completed for concrete island for GSA/FDS No. I.
23 Mar. Echo Site: A 5 psi air-pressure test for the primary piping of
the G-24 USTs diesel fuel system, and the GSA/FDS No. i, GSA/FDS
No. 2, G42-1D and G42-2D USTs was witnessed by the E-S Resident
Engineer and an SBC/DEHS Inspector. The piping passed the air-
pressure test.
Mars Site: Secondary containment piping of USTs G81-1D, GSI-2D
and 14-1W0 passed a visual inspection test by an SBC/DEHS Inspec-
tor. This now permits the complete backfilling of the excavation
pit.
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24 Mar. MBS: Concrete slab poured for island of GSA/FDSNo. 3.
Mars Site: Put in anchor supports for the piping system for the
hydraulic oil tanks and began to paint the supports. Began to
install corrugated metal (CM) piping for the southwest oil
interceptor.
27 Mar. Mars Site: Began to install CM piping for the southeast oil
interceptor.
28 Mar. Echo Site: Continued glass and trim work at GSA/FDS No. 2.
MBS: A 5 psi air-pressure test was conducted for UST M8-1G in
the presence of the E-S Resident Engineer and an SBC/DEHS
Inspector.
Mars Site: Continued work at southeast and southwest oil inter-
ceptors involving forms for concrete pouring and patching for pipe
transition joints, junction boxes, and headwalls.
29 Mar. Echo Site: Began backfilling at diesel USTs G24-1D and G24-2D,
and at G24-1WO. Continued work on piping and vent lines and
secondary containment piping for these USTs.
MBS: Began to backfill excavation pit for UST M8-1G.
30 Mar. Mars Site: Poured concrete at transition joints, junction boxes,
and headwalls of the southeast and southwest oil interceptors.
31 Mar. Mars Site: Prepared forms for concrete slabs for USTs G81-1D,
G81-2D and 14-1W0.
MBS: Continued piping and fitting work for GSA/FDS No. 3.
3 Apr. Mars Site: Continued work on piping and stripped concrete forms
from the two oil interceptors. Placed rebars for concrete slabs
for USTs GSI-ID, GSI-2D and 14-1W0.
General: GDSCC personnel visually inspected the interiors of
USTs 81-1D, G81-2D, 14-1WO, G24-1D, G24-2D and G24-1W0 before
beginning to fill the diesel USTs with fuel. Interior inspections
of USTs GSA/FDS No. i, GSA/FDS No. 2, and G42-2D were performed
by Gordon McCain.
4 Apr. Echo Site: Piping, fitting and electrical work was continued at
GSA/FDS Nos. i and 2. Pressure testing of the fuel system piping
was witnessed by the E-S Resident Engineer and an SBC/DEHS Inspec-
tor. The piping passed the pressure test.
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MBS: Piping, fitting and electrical work was continued at GSA/FDS
No. 3. The piping passed the pressure test witnessed by the E-S
Resident Engineer and a SBC/DEHSInspector.
Mars Site: Concrete slab poured over USTs GSI-ID, GSI-2D, and
14-1W0.
5 Apr. Echo Site: Fuel dispensers for GSA/FDS Nos. i and 2 were uncrated
and moved to their respective concrete islands for placement.
Forms prepared for concrete slabs for the G-24 diesel fuel USTs.
MBS: Fuel dispenser for GSA/FDS No. 3 was uncrated and moved to
the concrete island for placement. Piping, fitting, and elec-
trical work was continued.
Mars Site: Began preparation of oilspill containment concrete
slab at the 14-1H0 and 14-2H0 hydraulic oil USTs. Final grading,
piping and grouting was conducted at the two oil interceptors.
The first load of Diesel fuel was delivered and unloaded into USTs
GSI-ID and GSI-2D.
6 Apr. General: Continued work of 5 April.
7 Apr. Echo Site: Backfilled and compacted earth atop GSA/FDS Nos. l
and 2 USTs. GSA/FDS No. 2 is known as the heavy equipment (HE)
fueling station.
Mars Site: The GSI-1D and GSI-2D diesel fuel pumps and system
were tested and the fuel-level indicator was calibrated.
i0 Apr. Echo Site: Preparation for asphalt/concrete (A/C) paving at
GSA/FDS Nos. I and 2.
Mars Site: Preparation for A/C paving atop GSI-ID and G82-2D
USTs.
ii Apr. Echo Site: Poured concrete for half of slab at GSA/FDS No. I.
MBS: Preparation for A/C paving around edges of GSA/FDS No. 3.
Mars Site: Stripped forms from concrete slab for hydraulic oil
USTs.
12 Apr. Echo Site: Finished pouring concrete for slabs of GSA/FDS Nos. 1
and 2. Continued electrical work for diesel G-24 USTs system.
Mars Site: Began painting piping and pumps of hydraulic oil USTs.
Finished work at the southeast and southwest oil interceptor tanks
and began backfilling and compaction of earth.
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13 Apr. Echo Site: Continued A/C paving at GSA/FDS No. i.
14 Apr. Echo Site: Painted shade canopy of GSA/FDS No. I.
Mars Site: Completed grading of earth above the two oil inter-
ceptors. Drilled holes for the guard posts. Placed riprap at
discharge end of the headwalls of the two oil interceptors.
17 Apr. Echo Site: Preparations to pour concrete slabs atop USTs G24-1D,
G24-2D and G24-1W0. Began installation of auxiliary equipment at
GSA/FDS Nos. i and 2.
MBS: Poured concrete for two of five slabs needed at GSA/FDS
No. 3.
Mars Site: Before old USTs G81-1DA and G81-1DB are removed from
the ground, the Contractor was instructed to shore up the excava-
tion to protect existing buildings, slabs and underground piping.
The two old USTs were cleaned before removal. The diesel fuel
level indicators for USTs G81-1D and G81-2D were activated and
the readings were incorporated into the computer software for
operation-and-maintenance.
18 Apr. Echo Site: Concrete poured for slabs of USTs G24-1D, G24-2D,
G24-1W0, G42-2D and G42-1G. The GSA/FDS Nos. i and 2 were
calibrated. Their pumps were tested and are operational.
Mars Site: Installed guard posts for the southeast and southwest
oil interceptors.
MBS: GSA/FDS No. 3 was calibrated. Its pumps were tested and
are operational.
19 Apr. Echo Site: Concrete forms were stripped from the slabs of
GSA/FDS No. 2. Liquid curing compound was applied to the slabs
of GSA/FDS No. 2 and the G-24 and G-42 USTs. GSA/FDS Nos. i and
2 were inspected by the SBC/DEHS Inspector and both fueling
stations met the County's air pollution requirements.
MBS: GSA/FDS No. 3 was inspected by the SBC/DEHS Inspector and
the fueling station met the County's air pollution requirements.
Mars Site: Old UST 14-1W0 was inerted and removed from the
ground. To test for possible contamination, the SBC/DEHS Inspec-
tor took samples of the soil that had been underneath the UST.
It became evident that old USTs G81-1DA and G81-1DB could not be
removed from the ground without damaging both underground piping
and the adjacent Bldg. G-81. Consultation among JPL, GDSCC and
E-S personnel led to decision to allow these USTs to be abandoned
in place after first filling them with a concrete slurry. This
procedure requires approval from the SBC/DEHS.
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Table 3. Chronology of Work Involved in Removal and Replacement of
Underground Storage Tanks at the GDSCC (Cont'd)
20 Apr. Echo Site: Began electrical work for lighting at GSA/FDS Nos. 1
and 2. Paved demolished area around UST G25-1G and areas around
GSA/FDS Nos. 1 and 2 with A/C.
Mars Site: Backfilled and compacted the earth that filled the
pit from which the old UST 14-1W0 had been removed. Removed old
piping around the inverted old USTs GSI-IDA and GSI-IDB. Back-
filled and compacted the earth that had been added to the excava-
tion. Painted the piping and exposed metal structures at the new
G-81 diesel USTs and at the hydraulic oil USTs.
21 Apr. Echo Site: Installation of concrete curbing at GSA/FDS No. I.
Mars Site: A/C paving at G-81 and hydraulic oil USTs.
MBS: A/C paving of roadway leading to GSA/FDS No. 3. Old UST
M27-1G was cleaned in preparation for its excavation.
24 Apr. Echo Site: A trench was excavated next to old UST G27-1G and
soil samples were taken for the SBC/DEHS Inspector.
MBS: Old UST M27-1G was removed from the ground in the presence
of GDSCC and E-S personnel and a SBC/DEHS Inspector. Soil samples
from the bottom of the excavation were taken by both GDSCC per-
sonnel and a SBC/DEHS Inspector.
25 Apr. Echo Site: Dismantled and removed old GSA/FDS No. i.
MBS: Completed demolition of old GSA/FDS No. 3 and backfilled
and compacted the excavation from which old UST M27-1G had been
removed. Scrap metal from the demolition was hauled away. Com-
pleted painting of the piping at new GSA/FDS No. 3.
26 Apr. General: Compaction tests of all backfilled pits at UST sites
passed the specifications.
27 Apr. General: Gasoline leaks were detected at all three GSA/FDSs.
Source of leaks is a loose joint below the valve containment
boxes under the fuel dispensers. E-S informed the Contractor
that the GDSCC was not satisfied with the operation of the three
fuel dispensing stations with respect to their low rate of
output, the noise they generate, and occasional vibrations. The
Contractor promised to rectify these abnormalities.
28 Apr. Echo Site: A/C paving was performed adjacent to Bldg. G-24, atop
of GSA/FDS Nos. i and 2 USTs, and adjacent to GSA/FDS No. 2.
Apollo Site: Placed A/C paving over demolished areas from which
old USTs AI-IG and AI-2G had been removed.
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Table 3. Chronology of Work Involved in Removal and Replacement of
Underground Storage Tanks at the GDSCC (Cont'd)
1 May General: Gasoline leaks were repaired at all three fuel dispen-
sing stations. Part of concrete slab at GSA/FDS No. i at Echo
Site had to be demolished to effect repair of leak. The
demolished portion of the concrete slab is to be replaced, The
SBC/DEHS Inspector visited the GDSCC and inspected all the new
fuel and hydraulic oil USTs. Their leak detection systems were
tested and all USTs were found to be in acceptable working
condition. The Contractor began to demobilize his equipment.
2 May Echo Site: Warning signs were posted at GSA/FDS Nos. I and 2.
Secured manway covers and spill containers at all USTs.
3 May Echo Site: Completed repair of concrete slab at GSA/FDS No. I.
Applied slurry seal to all A/C pavement patches.
MBS: Completed A/C paving next to GSA/FDS No. 3.
Mars Site: Completed painting of guard posts surrounding the
southeast and southwest oil interceptors. Slurry seal applied to
A/C paved areas.
4 May General: Rates of fuel delivery at GSA/FDS No. 1 (4.5 gpm using
two hoses and 6.6 gpm using one hose) were unacceptable. There
also was extensive noise and vibration. The Contractor will con-
sult with the manufacturer of the fuel dispenser and will resolve
these discrepancies.
5 May General: Auxiliary equipment (towel dispensers, trash can, log
cabinet, water bucket and squeegees) was installed at the three
fuel dispensing stations.
Mars Site: Cleaned up the electrical raceway trench adjacent to
the hydraulic oil tanks.
8 May General: Continued demobilization of Contractor's equipment.
9 May Mars Site: Repaired leak in diesel fuel system of GSI USTs.
Installation of a nipple with a cap for the sump at the contain-
ment area for the hydraulic oil USTs 14-HO. A control panel,
horn and emergency light was installed in Bldg. G-82 for the
level indicator of the hydraulic oil USTs.
i0 May General: Identification letters (G - gasoline, D - Diesel, WO -
waste oil, HO - hydraulic oil) were welded onto the covers of the
inlets of the diverse USTs.
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Table 3. Chronology of Work Involved in Removal and Replacement of
Underground Storage Tanks at the GDSCC (Cont_d)
ii May MBS: Malfunctioning fuel dispensing nozzle was replaced at
GSA/FD$ No. 3.
Echo Site: A representative of the manufacturer of the fuel
dispensers visited the GDSCC to resolve the rate of flow, noise,
and vibration problems at GSA/FDS No. l.
General: This ii May 1990 entry is the final Daily Field Report
submitted by the E-S Resident Engineer.
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SECTION V
INSTALLATION OF 13 NEW UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS AT THE GDSCC
Following the removal of 23 USTs and the abandonment of three USTs in
place, as described in Section IV, the GDSCC conducted work to replace their
storage functions with the installation of 13 new USTs as follows: Echo Site
(7 USTs), Mars Site (5 USTs), and Mojave Base Site (one UST). Each of the 13
new USTs complies with county, state, and Federal regulations that pertain to
construction and monitoring requirements for the underground storage of
hazardous materials.
The progress of the work involving UST replacement, which was completed
in mid-May 1989, is summarized in a chronology of work dealing with the removal
and replacement of USTs at the GDSCC (see Table 3 at end of Section IV).
A. CONSTRUCTION OF THE 13 NEW USTs FOR THE GDSCC
The 27 old USTs that had been removed from or abandoned at the GDSCC had
been constructed of single-walled steel shells with no outer coating for
corrosion protection, and no instrumentation to monitor and detect leaks.
The 13 new USTs at the GDSCC are constructed of double-walled steel
shells with outer fiberglass coating for corrosion protection, and a
monitoring system in the annular space between the inner and outer shells to
detect any failure in either shell. Double containment and leak-detection
monitoring of new USTs are legislative requirements demanded by the State of
California Health and Safety Code, Division 20, Chapter 6.7 dealing with
Underground Storage of Hazardous Substances.
Table 4 is a summary of the 13 new USTs now installed at the GDSCC:
designated names, capacities in gallons, nature of the contents they hold,
their U.L. Serial Numbers, and the nature of their pumps.
their
Of the 13 new USTs, ii were placed into new excavations that specifically
were dug for each new UST. The two remaining new USTs, GSI-ID and G81-2D at
the Mars Site, were placed into an enlarged and shaped excavation from which
two old USTs had been exhumed.
The 13 new USTs at the GDSCC are known by their trademark names as
Plasteel Composit and are of a design that is manufactured by Joor Manufac-
turing Co., Escondido, California. In this case, however, the 13 new USTs
were fabricated by K&T Steel Corp., Twin Falls, Idaho, under license from Joor
Manufacturing Co. The warranties for the 13 new USTs are provided by K&T Steel
Corp. and the collected warranties are presented in Appendix C.
Figure 28 is a cross-sectional drawing of a typical double-walled UST now
installed at the GDSCC and fitted with a monitoring system to detect leaks.
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Table 4. Summaryof the Status of 13 NewUnderground Storage Tanks
Nowat the GDSCC
Tank Capacity U.L. Serial Tank
Number (gal) Contents Numbers PumpType
Echo Site
G24-1D 25,000 Diesel L-158054 Suction
G24-2D 25,000 Diesel L-158055 Suction
G27-1G (GSA-I) i0,000 Unleaded L-158059 Suction
G27-2G (GSA-I) i0,000 Unleaded L-158060 Suction
G24-1WO 3,000 Waste Oil L-158057 N/A
G42-1G (GSA-2) 2,000 Unleaded L-158043 Suction
G42-2D 3,000 Diesel L-158058 Suction
Mars Site
GSI-ID 25,000 Diesel L-158052 Submersible
GSI-2D 25,000 Diesel L-158053 Submersible
14-1HO i0,000 Hydraulic Oil L-158046 Suction
14-2HO I0,000 Hydraulic Oil L-158047 Suction
14-1WO 2,000 Waste Oil L-158042 N/A
Mojave Base Site
MS-IG (GSA-3) 4,000 Unleaded L-158051 Suction
N/A Not applicable.
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B. INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE 13 NEW USTs AT THE GDSCC
Two types of instrumentation are installed in each new UST: leak
monitoring and liquid-level monitoring. The instruments involved and their
components have UL and/or Factory Mutual approval for their specific applica-
tion. Leak monitoring devices and their instrumentation meet all applicable
San Bernardino County regulatory requirements.
1. Leak-Monitoring Instrumentation
Leak-monitoring equipment consists of four principal components:
(a) a detector in the double-walled tank annulus, (b) a detector in the piping
well/manway or tank overliner, (c) a monitoring panel and, (d) appropriate
wiring for the system.
Annular space leak-detector probes are able to detect the presence of
both water and the tank contents in both their liquid and vapor states. Piping
from the tanks is of (a) double-walled, fiberglass construction with the
annular space draining into a piping well/manway atop the tank or, (b) single-
walled, carbon-steel construction inside of a trench liner connected to an
overliner above the tank. A second detector probe capable of detecting both
water and the liquid and vapor states of the tank contents is placed in the
manway or overliner.
A leak-detection monitoring panel provides visual and audible alarms in
the event a leak and/or troublesome condition is detected. The visual display
indicates the detector from which the alarm has come. Monitoring panels are
weatherproof and can be exterior-mounted. If a monitoring panel intrinsically
cannot be mounted on the exterior, a weatherproof housing is provided when
outside installation is required. A monitoring panel also has relays that can
signal a remote station in Bldg. G38 of the Echo Site in the event of a
troublesome or leak-alarm condition (see below).
The monitoring system wiring, including power supply connections, remote
station hookups, and component connections, comply with all manufacturers
specifications, regulatory requirements, and applicable codes.
2. Instrumentation to Monitor Liquid Levels in USTs
Instrumentation to monitor the liquid levels of the 13 new USTs is
placed inside each tank. The instrumentation provides a 4 to 20 mA electrical
signal that can be read at the remote monitoring station located in Bldg. 38
of the Echo Site.
3. Remote Station to Monitor the 13 New USTs
The GDSCC is a large complex in which many different operations are
performed continuously, or occasionally, or simultaneously. To monitor a
variety of systems and alarms associated with these diverse operations, the
GDSCC has installed a computer-controlled system, known as the Technical
Facilities Controller (TFC), housed at the Echo Site in Bldg. 38, the main
maintenance facility at the GDSCC.
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In the case of the USTs, each leak-monitoring panel at a tank can relay an
electrical signal to the TFC in the event of any leak or other tank malfunc-
tion. The signal indicates which USTis involved, which probe within the tank
has sounded the alarm, and whether the problem is a leak or other malfunction.
Becausemanyof the new USTsare located at great distances from Bldg. 38
at the Echo Site, any signal from each USTfirst is transmitted to a unit
called Sensor for Control of Arterials and Networks (SCANN). Each SCANNunit
is located in a building near the location of the individual USTs. Any signals
received by each SCANNunit then are transmitted to the TFCat the Echo Site.
The panels that monitor leaks at each USTare connected to the local SCANN
unit with standard wire pairs. The instruments that monitor liquid levels
within each UST, however, will send their 4 to 20 mAsignals to the local SCANN
unit with shielded cable pairs.
On the diagrams that follow in Section V.G, the locations of specific new
USTsand the location of the SC_NNunits that serve these USTsare shown.
C° GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR THE INSPECTION AND INSTALLATION OF 13 NEW USTs AT
THE GDSCC
All of the 13 new USTs at the GDSCC are of double-walled, steel construc-
tion covered with an outer coat of fiberglass. Since the fiberglass coat
could have pinholes that could nullify the corrosion protection of the UST,
each tank was tested for pinholes before being placed into the ground.
The pinhole test is known as the Holiday spark test and is conducted by
passing a 3-ft wide wand over the surface of the tank. The wand is electrified
at a potential of 35,000 volts and if a pinhole is encountered a visible spark
is seen to leap from the wand to the steel tank. At the same time, the Holiday
instrument emits an audible beep to indicate a flaw in the fiberglass coat.
Any pinholes encountered can be repaired on the spot so that the tank is
interred with a flawless fiberglass coat. A typical Holiday-test procedure is
depicted in Figure 29.
In addition to the Holiday test pertaining to a UST's outer fiberglass
coat, the tanks themselves were air-tested to see if there were any leaks in
the tank's fitting and seams. Each tank was sealed and compressed air was
admitted to a pressure no greater than 5 psi. Soapy water around the tank's
fitting and seams then revealed whether there were any flaws that would result
in leaks.
The preparation of the new excavations to receive the new USTs, the han-
dling and placement of the tanks, and the operations to backfill the excava-
tions once the USTs were in place underground, were all performed in accordance
with specifications recommended by the pertinent manufacturers. Before an
excavation was backfilled, the integrity of each UST's piping was tested by an
air-pressurization procedure.
After an excavation was backfilled, but before the area was resurfaced
with concrete, the integrity of each tank and its piping was tested again in
the presence of an SBC/DEHS Inspector.
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Thus, all installation and testing procedures of the 13 new USTsat the
GDSCCconformed to applicable county and state environmental regulations.
D. PIPINGSPECIFICATIONSFORTHE13 NEWUSTsAT THEGDSCC
The piping required for the 13 new USTsat the GDSCCvaries according to
the nature of the liquid held by the UST.
(I) Piping for Unleaded Gasoline USTs
The General Services Administration (GSA) of the Federal government
owns the vehicles and fuel-dispensing stations at the GDSCC,which then are
leased to JPL/NASA. The gasoline consumedby GDSCCvehicles is bought by JPL/
NASAfrom the GSA. Thus, the three dispensing stations (FDSs) at the GDSCC
are knownas GSA/FDSs. TwoGSA/FDSs(Nos. l and 2) are at the Echo Site,
while GSA/FDSNo. 3 is at the Mojave Base Site.
The new piping for the three new USTsthat store the gasoline for the
three GSA/FDSsis of double-walled fiberglass construction. The annulus of
the piping opens into a manwayon top of the tank from which it originates.
This manwayacts as a collection and monitoring point for liquids and vapors
that enter the piping's annular space. The piping is sloped such that free
liquids entering the piping annulus will drain to the manway.
(2) Piping for Diesel Oil and Waste Oil USTs
All new piping for USTsthat store waste oil or diesel fuel for
generators is of wrapped steel construction installed within a trench liner.
The trench liner opens into an overliner above the tank from which the piping
originates. The overliner acts as a collection and monitoring point for
liquids and vapors that enter the trench liner. The latter is sloped so that
free liquids released from the piping drain to the overliner. Trench liners
and tank overliners are constructed of materials that are resistant to chemical
damagethat could be caused by the specific materials stored in the tanks.
Dielectric unions are used to connect all carbon-steel pipe to an UST.
E. PUMPSPECIFICATIONSFORNEWUSTsAT THEGDSCC
Nine of the 13 new USTsat the GDSCCare equipped with suction pumpsto
deliver their stored liquids to pertinent equipment. The three GSA/FDSs,two
at the Echo Site and one at the Mojave Base Site, are equipped with UL-approved
suction pumpfuel dispensers. Eachdispenser can deliver 20 gal/min of
gasoline through each dispensing hose.
Twoof the 13 new USTsat the GDSCCare waste-oil tanks and are not
equipped with pumps.
The remaining two new USTs, G81-1Dand GSI-2D at the Mars Site, are each
of 25,000 gal capacity and deliver diesel fuel to Bldg. G81, the Mars Site
Generator Building. They are equipped with UL-approved submersible turbine
pumps, with each pumpcapable of delivering 20 gal of diesel fuel per minute
to Bldg. G81.
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The two submersible turbine pumpsare equipped with pipeline leak detec-
tors capable of restricting the output of the pumpsin the event a leak is
detected. In addition, an override system capable of bypassing or negating
the flow restriction device also has been installed. This allows GDSCC per-
sonnel to maintain antenna operations during critical tracking periods even in
the event of a piping leak.
The two, 25,000 gal-capacity, diesel fuel, new USTs at the Echo Site,
G24-1D and G24-2D, that deliver diesel oil to Bldg. G24, the Echo Site
Generator Building, are not equipped with submersible turbine pumps. The
suction pumps that already existed in Bldg. G24 are used to draw the diesel
fuel from these two new USTs.
FI SPECIFICATIONS FOR OVERFILL PROTECTION AND VAPOR RECOVERY FOR NEW USTs AT
THE GDSCC
Each new UST at the GDSCC is equipped with containment fill boxes to
prevent contamination caused by either an overfilled tank or the leaking of
product-delivery hoses. The containment fill boxes have a 5-gal capacity and
are fitted with a drain assembly to return the captured product to the UST.
Each containment fill box has a traffic-rated cover and a watertight cover seal
and was installed in accordance with SBC/DEHS environmental requirements.
In addition, each of the four USTs that contain unleaded gasoline,
G27-1G, G27-2G and G42-2G at the Echo Site and MS-IG at the Mojave Base Site,
is equipped with a balance-type vapor recovery system (VRS). These VRS
include coaxial drop tubes, vapor recovery dispenser nozzles and hoses, and
vapor recovery piping. The VRSs were installed in accordance with SBC/DEHS
requirements.
G. SPECIFIC INSTALLATION OF 13 NEW USTs AT THE GDSCC
The installation of the 13 new USTs at the GDSCC is described, by site,
as follows:
(I) Echo Site:
Of the 13 new USTs installed at the GDSCC, seven are at the Echo
Site and consist of three unleaded gasoline USTs, three diesel oil USTs, and
one waste oil UST.
A detailed plot plan of the Echo Site, as of 1990, is depicted in Fig-
ure 30. A generalized plot plan showing the location of the seven new USTs,
the building, G24, that houses the SCANN unit, and the locations of eight old
USTs that had been removed, is illustrated in Figure 31.
a. New UST Group 24
This group consists of three new USTs: two, new 25,000 gal,
diesel fuel, USTs, G24-1D and G24-2D, and a 2,000 gal waste oil tank designated
G24-1WO. The two diesel tanks and the waste oil tank astually are located
northwest of Bldg. G24, the Echo Site Generator Building, and not southwest as
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erroneously indicated in Figure 31. New piping runs from the two diesel tanks
to the piping for the suction pumps that already are emplaced in Bldg. G24.
The leak-detection monitoring panel for the three G24 tanks is located inside
Bldg. G24.
The installation of one of the two G24 diesel tanks is illustrated in
Figure 32.
UST G24-1WO is a new, 2,000 gal tank to store waste oil from the lubri-
cation of the diesel generating units located in Bldg. G24. The tank is
connected to the previously existing piping that drained the generating units.
The surface around the UST's fillpipe is concrete surrounded by a raised berm
to catch and contain any waste oil that is spilled while the tank is either
filled or drained.
b. New UST Group 27
This group consists of two, new, i0,000 gal, unleaded gasoline
tanks, G27-1G and G27-2G. In Figure 31, these two USTs are identified as
GSA-I because they supply unleaded gasoline to GSA/FDS No. i located southwest
of Building G27.
A diagram of the new GSA/FDS No. i showing the pump island, two-hose
suction pump fuel dispenser, lighted overhead canopy, air and water reels,
weatherproof logbook housing, leak-detection monitoring panel, trash container,
windshield washing fluid container, paper towel dispenser, and fire extin-
guisher is depicted in Figure 33.
The specific GSA/FDS No. 1 is surfaced in concrete and is graded so that
rainwater flows to the southeast. Its lighted canopy, with a minimum vertical
clearance of 14 ft, provides protection against the elements during fueling of
vehicles. The canopy is anchored in compliance with requirements for struc-
tures located in a Seismic Zone 4 area and is sufficiently strong to withstand
the periodically powerful wind gusts experienced at the GDSCC.
All electrical and water lines between GSA/FDS No. i and nearby buildings
are located underground and comply with all applicable regulatory guidelines
and codes. Any signals from the monitoring panel run to the SCANN unit in
Bldg. G24, for transmission to the TFC in Bldg. 38, as depicted in Figure 34.
Installation of the two, i0,000 gal, unleaded gasoline USTs, G27-1G and
G27-2G, at the Echo Site is illustrated in Figure 35. The completed new fuel
dispensing station, GSA/FDS No. i, is shown in Figure 36.
c. New UST Group 42
This group of two, new USTs consists of a 3,000 gal diesel
fuel tank, G42-1D, and a 2,000 gal unleaded gasoline tank, G42-1G. The two
tanks will deliver their respective fuels to GSA/FDS No. 2, a new fuel dis-
pensing station located southeast of Bldg. G42, the Heavy Equipment Shop (see
Figures 31 and 37).
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The GSA/FDS No. 2 pump island includes two, new, single-hose, suction
pump fuel dispensers. Electrical power, compressed air, and water lines are
underground and comply with all applicable regulatory guidelines and codes.
The GSA/FDS No. 2 is surfaced in concrete and is graded so that rainwater
runs to the south of the facility. Footings for the station's lighting fixture
will be sufficient to withstand the high winds experienced periodically at the
GDSCC.
(2) Mars Site:
Of the 13 new USTs installed at the GDSCC, five are at the Mars Site
and consist of two diesel oil tanks, two hydraulic oil tanks, and one waste oil
tank.
A detailed plot plan of the Mars Site, as of 1990, is depicted in Fig-
ure 38. A generalized partial plot plan showing the locations of the five new
USTs, the buildings, G81 and G82, that house the SCANN units and the locations
of five old USTs that had been removed, is illustrated in Figure 39.
a. New UST Group G81
This group consists of two, new, 25,000 gal, double-walled
steel tanks, designated G81-1D and G82-2D, located southwest of Bldg. G81, the
Mars Site Generator Building. The two USTs hold diesel oil to supply the
diesel generators in Bldg. G81. Instead of being placed into a new excavation
pit, these two new USTs were interred in a pit that was expanded and shaped
following the removal of two old USTs, G81-2D and G81-3D.
New, double-walled piping runs from the tanks to the piping already
existing within Bldg. G81. Typical views of the double-walled piping used are
illustrated in Figures 40 and 41. Connection of the double-walled piping to
the USTs is shown in Figure 42.
Submersible turbine pumps can deliver the diesel oil to the generators at
a rate of 20 gallons/minute.
The leak-detection monitoring panel for the two new USTs is placed inside
Bldg. G81, as is the SCANN unit.
After the two new USTs were placed in the ground, and their piping connec-
tions were completed, the excavation pit was backfilled with pea gravel (see
Figure 43) and the area was resurfaced with concrete to complete the installa-
tion of the new USTs (see Figure 44).
b. New UST Group 14
This is a group of three new USTs: two are designated 14-1HO
and 14-2H0 and are i0,000 gal tanks to hold hydraulic oil for the Mars Antenna,
while the third is a 2,000 gal tank designated 14-1WO that holds waste oil from
the diesel generating units in Bldg. G81.
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The two new hydraulic oil tanks and their piping, located west of Bldg.
G82, the Pump House Building, were installed before the two old hydraulic oil
tanks were removed to reduce the amount of downtime for the Mars Antenna's
hydraulic system. The leak-detection monitoring panel for USTs 14-1HO and
14-2H0 is located in Bldg. G82.
UST 14-1WO is located southwest of Bldg. G81, the Mars Site Generator
Building (seeFigure 39). It is connected to the piping system that drains
the diesel generators in Bldg. G81. The surface around the UST's fillpipe is
concrete surrounded by a raised berm to catch and contain any waste oil spilled
in either filling or draining the tank. The leak-detection monitoring panel
for this UST is located inside Bldg. G81.
(3) Mojave Base Site:
Of the 13 new USTs installed at the GDSCC, only one new UST, desig-
nated MB-IG, is at the Mojave Base Site. It is a 4,000 gal, unleaded gasoline
UST located southwest of Bldg. M8, the Operations Building, in the extreme
eastern part of the site (see Figures 20 and 45).
The old UST, which M8-1G replaced, was designated M27-1G, and before its
removal was located at the very western edge of the site (see Figure 20).
The new UST, M8-1G, serves as the unleaded gasoline storage tank for the
new GSA/FDS No. 3. A more detailed diagram of the location of the GSA/FDS
No. 3 is depicted in Figure 46.
The lighted pump island at GSA/FDS No. 3 includes a new, single-hose,
suction pump fuel dispenser, an electrically powered air compressor, and a
concrete surface graded to the west for the runoff of rainwater. Electrical
power and water lines run underground to the island from nearby buildings and
they comply with all applicable regulatory guidelines and codes.
The monitoring panel alarm relay and liquid-level instrumentation send
their electrical signals to a new SCANN unit in Bldg. M8 for transmission to
the TFC in Bldg. 38 at the Echo Site.
Footings for the island's lighting are sufficiently strong to allow the
light fixture to withstand the high winds periodically experienced at the
GDSCC.
H. GENERAL: CERTIFICATION AND CALIBRATION OF THE 13 NEW USTs AT THE GDSCC
The installation of each new Plasteel Composit Underground Storage Tank
required inspections at five phases during the installation: general, visual
inspection, handling, excavation depth and bedding and backfill, and testing.
When each installed tank had passed inspections for these five phases, a Cer-
tificate of Installation was presented and signed by Mr. Robert J. Zochowski
of Joor Manufacturing, Inc., Escondido, California.
The various Certificates of Installation are presented in Appendix D.
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BLDG. M12 ._
,_,_._._._.-_,_ .....
PUMP ISLAND
L_j_-----_
I
I
I
I
\
\
N
-- NEW TANK M8-1G
(4000 gal. )
GSNFDS No.3
, j
A j ....
SCALE: 1" = 30 FEET
ASPHALT AREAS
Figure 46. Mojave Base Site: Location of New GSA/FDS No. 3 with New UST M8-1G
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After the new USTswere installed, each tank was calibrated to indicate
the relationship between the depth of liquid in the tank and the amount of
liquid in the tank in gallons. The calibrations were carried out by Joor
Manufacturing, Inc., Escondido, California, and the Calibration Charts are
presented in Appendix E.
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SECTION VI
EXPANSION OF THE HYDRAULIC OIL INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM AT THE MARS SITE
The 70-m antenna at the Mars Site (DSS 14) requires hydraulic oil for its
operation. The installation of USTs 14-1H0 and 14-2H0, two new USTs each of
i0,000 gal capacity to supply the hydraulic oil to the antenna, is described
in Section V.G(2).
No RAINWATER RUNOFF COLLECTION AND HYDRAULIC OIL INTERCEPTION AT THE MARS
SITE
In 1988, rainwater runoff from the Mars Antenna was collected by a concen-
tric grating-covered trench surrounding the base of the antenna and then was
channeled into two eight-in, diameter subsurface diversion pipes. In the
event of a failure in the antenna's hydraulic system, the released hydraulic
oil could enter the rainwater collection system. To prevent this oil from
being discharged into the environment, an oil interceptor system had been
installed near the end of each subsurface pipe. The interceptor system con-
sists of one 1,250-gal, concrete oil/water separator placed before each diver-
sion pipe's outfall into intermittent stream channels approximately 400 feet
from the antenna. A diagram of this rainwater collection system is depicted
in Figure 47. The oil/water separators are identified as 14-2WT and 14-3WT.
In the event of a catastrophic failure of the antenna's hydraulic system,
up to ii,000 gallons of hydraulic oil could have entered the rainwater collec-
tion system. The maximum capacity of the interceptor system in 1988, however,
was 2,500 gallons of hydraulic oil depending on where the oil entered the
collection system. Thus, hydraulic oil spills greater than 2,500 gal would be
released into the environment through one or both of the intermittent stream
channels.
Such release of hydraulic oil into the environment could not be tolerated
because California State regulations require that prudent precautions be taken
to prevent environmental impairment caused by the unintentional release of
hazardous substances into the environment. Thus, expansion of the hydraulic
oil interceptor system at GDSCC's Mars Site was required as a prudent precau-
tion to prevent potential release of hydraulic oil from the antenna into inter-
mittent stream channels adjacent to the area. One previous accidental release
of hydraulic oil from the Mars antenna had been of sufficient volume to fill
the existing oil interceptor system beyond its capacity. Thus, ample expansion
of the existing interceptor system was necessary to prevent any future releases
of hydraulic oil into the environment.
B. NEW HYDRAULIC OIL INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM INSTALLED AT THE MARS SITE
In 1989, a new hydraulic oil interceptor system was created by keeping the
old system and expanding it by the addition of a bank of three new concrete
interceptor tanks to each of the two old interceptor units.
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The three, new, added tanks to each of the two interceptor lines consist
of a new 1,250 gal concrete tank connected to two new parallel, 5,000 gal
concrete tanks, connected to an old 1,250 gal tank (see Figure 48). Thus, each
of the two tanks of oil interceptors now has a capacity to catch 12,500 gal,
enough to accommodate the maximum volume of hydraulic oil that could be
released during a catastrophic failure of the hydraulic system of the Mars
Antenna.
A cross section of each of the four, new, 5,000 gal, precast concrete
oil/water separator units in the new hydraulic oil interceptor system at the
Mars Site is depicted in Figure 49.
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SECTION VII
CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that all engineering work overseen by Engineering-
Science, Inc., Pasadena, California, and its subcontractors, at the Goldstone
Deep Space Com_nunications Complex (GDSCC) of the Fort Irwin Military
Reservation, San Bernardino County, California, in the removal/abandonment of
26 old, single-walled, underground storage tanks (USTs) and their replacement
with 13 new, double-walled USTs at various sites of the GDSCC, and the
expansion of the capacities of the hydraulic oil interceptors at the Mars Site
of the GDSCC, as described in this report, was performed in compliance with
Federal, state and local regulations, and in accordance with good engineering
and investigative practice.
Leonard H. Kushner
Registered Professional Engineer
Signature
Date Signed
Registration No.
February 15, 1991
E9003 Electrical
SFI086 Safety
REA0078 Environmental
Assessor
State: California
California
California
Stamp/Seal
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APPENDIXA
CORRESPONDENCECONCERNINGTHEDESTRUCTIONOF
24 OLDTANKSREMOVEDFROMTHEGDSCC
A-I
PRECEDING PAGE BLAI'_K NOT FILMED
_ _ r _ _l_ ¸ _i_
243qq HIGHWAYSg
HINKI.EY CA q2347
+619_ 2_,3 74f1_
Marcia 27 lOgO
Jenkln ¢Jr_nstr ucti<)n
2(,50 Lime Avenue
!+ongBeach. CA 90g06
[.)ea r Sirs
On .lanuar5 I O through February 2 I. 19_9. we received inert and de_as._ed
tank shells [rum lhe (;oldston_.Trad..m_ S_at)_n. lh_,,; ,,s t+>certlly the
receipt and destruction ")f same.
January I 0 t 98q
lO,()t)o gal. tank - (;2S I(;
12,{)()0 gal tank G27-2D
I S00Ogal tank -G27-3D
12.000 gal. tank - TF-3D
12,000 gal. tank - TF-4D
Januar\' 20,198 <)
I0000 gal tank - 14- IH(.)
I 0,000 gal. tank - 14-2HO
12.000 gal tank + GSI 2D
12,000 gal tank - (i;81 -3D
24,000 gal tank - Mg-3D
24,000 ga) tank - M9=2D
January 23, 1989_
24.000 gal tank - Mq- ID
February 21, lqSq
12,000 gal. tank - G24-_D
12,000 gal tank - (124-2D
This completes the list of tanks received and destroyed through this date
Sincerel_,
Manuel R. O(>nzalez
President
A-3
PRECED_P, iG P,'_3E F+L[_;,'_K r.-r... _:.,, "r:_
24399 HIGHWAY 58
HINKLEY, CA 92347
rO 19) Z53-7408
:9,,9Aprii 25, ' _
Jenkln Construct:on
2650 L:me Avenue
Long Beach. CA 90806
Dear Sirs:
On April 24, i989, we received inertand degassed tank shellsfrom the
Goldst_?,ndTracking Station, This ist.ocertifythe r_;eiptand dest:'uctlono.f
5_I'I'I@
_,000 gal tank - M27- IG
920 gal tank - 14- IWO
Thls completes the listoftanks received and destroyed through thlsdate.
Sincerely,
Manuel R Oonzalez
President
A-4
REPLY TO:
P. O. BOX 1427
LONG lie 4CH.
L.qLIFORNI,4 oOP,_l
STATE LI6 _¢24_128
]ENKIN CONSTRUCTION CO., 2650 LIME e#'ENUE, LONG BE,qCH, CALIFORNIA (213.t 426.9351
May 8, 1989
.Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Crove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109
Attention: Mr. Glen Kroll
Project Engineer
Reference Contract No. 958381
Goldstone Environmental Projects
Tank Demolition
Gentlemen
This is to certify that the followinR tanks were cleaned,
removed from the ground, cut up and delivered as scrap metal
to Avalon SalvaRe, Inc,, 24399 Highway 58, Hink]ey, California
92347:
G42-I_ AI-IG
G42-2D AI-2C_
Mg-4wo G70-]
M56-1WO G7]-I
Please find, attached, two letters from Avalon Salvage, dated
March 27, and April 25, 1989, certifyin_ receipt and destruction
of certain other tanks.
Tanks G27-1G, C81-1DA and C81-1DB were cleaned but not removed
from the ground at the request of JPI_ personnel.
Very truly yours,
JENKIN CONSTRUCTION CO.
LLT:sd
L. 1,, Thomas
Pro_ect Manager
A-5

APPENDIX B
CLEANING AND EXPLOSION-LEVEL TESTING RECORDS
FOR THE OLD USTs AT THE GDSCC
B-I PRECEDING P:¥,;g _Lf_i,,B, _o': _ _'_.._'_:LL;,

STERLING
SUPPLY
company
6635 E. Florence Ave.. Unll #331
Bell Gardens, Cali|ornla 90201
(213) 927.3363
January 9, 1989
To: Cleaning & Pumping Specialists Co.
2669 Myrtle Avenue SuitP iii
Long Beach, Calif. 90807
Certify:
I each model GX3 Gas & Oxygen monitor s/n X 8165
was calibrated on methane and air for L.E.L. and
nitrogen for oxygen.
Work was done by approved Gastech repair station
in Anaheim, Calif. November 9, 1988 on w/o #6676
Safety dept.
Sterling Supply Co.
B-3 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT r....._,;_.'._,,""_
CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DATE: /J_;Li--_9
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen :
OZ/-IC,/"
Regarding the I_,_''_"_llc,n lJ,_le._d_d7g,oL 6V_"_%
at the P£_O facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned q-_i-_
Visual Inspection G_<_
Lower Explosion level _ c7O
Oxygen Content _.i o/S
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
gpf fra_sasZ_sor
2669 MYRTLE AVE. SL'I[E III. SIG",.AI HII [. ( ,_ 9o8o6 • P :_ }_(_'., _l_tc t_\_, I.lt %(H ('A 90t409-11_07 • 1213) 595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
.ATE: I-ltp" _i
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regar'ding the _100_ _ 6_o_J 3_ _7- _
__0_O facility located at the Goldstoneat the
Complex:
Cleaned I-- [% -_ __
Visual Inspection __ __
Lower Explosion level ___
Oxygen Content ____j__
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
JS/vh
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
-. °
Opera--s Supervisor
266gM¥'RT[.[AV£,_/{[[[ ;il.%lG",\l HI![ I ', *iPm, e ' h,,,, ,a',{_ It_ki,l{I \{H ( ,'k _{l_()q I;_()" .. (211}595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
January 16, 1989
Jenkin Construction Company
Post Office Box 1427
Long Beach, California 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the 15,000 Gallon Diesel Tank G27-3D at the
Echo Facility, located at the Goldstone Complex:
Cleaned - 1-13-89
Visual Inspection - Clean
Lower Explosion Level 0 Percent
Oxygen Content - 21 Percent
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 Gas and Qxygen
Monitor, Serial Number X8165.
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
J e _k_a r _ n_k i
S u pe _u__Dr _)p_ra t ions
JS:mgb
2669 MYRTLE AVE., SUITE I I I. SIGNAL HILL. CA 90806 • P.O. BOX 91807, LONG BEACH.CA 90809-1807 • (213) 595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DACE: I-_/0-%9
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the {C/OCt _Ic_) _,__]C_¢_¢I C7_[,_¢-_'L _-_
at the _u_ facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned k-kc]__q
Visual Inspection ___
Lower Explosion level _°/o
Oxygen Content _l_ _
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
B-7
CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
uA'rs: i-_c _1
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the ,"2.10C¢ _l\c_ I[_!_ _ hl_cl,_.'T_,_ _-{Q
at the _tJnb facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned I-_-_
Visual Inspection _
Lower Explosion level _ _0
Oxygen Content 21%
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
J e f _kkar z_ _ k i
Oper_ Supervisor
B-8
CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DATE: I-_0 _9
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the _,_0 _LI_ _:_(i_'_'_"Q{ --- G_-_
the £Cho facility located at the Goldstoneat
Complex:
Cleaned _-_-gq
Visual Inspection (_
Lower Explosion level 0_
Oxygen Content _kD/O
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
Je f_kark_ski
Operas Supervisor
2669 MYRTLE AVE. SI;II[ III. SIGNAl HIII . (.",'_li_ql6 o I'', I_,_ n, _lm! _ ll_\(, l_l ;_'[.1 ('4 90x09-1._0"_ • 1213) 595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DATE:_-t"]-9([
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the I_,00o _]l_l_,t b_o_l_'_ _-1_
at the _c_o facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned _-_ "%_
Visual Inspection _%_
Lower Explosion level _ ....
Oxygen Content _0/_
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
Oper_ Sup%_vi sor
2669 MYRlI [- _%rF %1 Ill Irr '-,I(/',,,_!IIII'
( ", _)_,!1¢, b I' + _l \ _!',l)" ! I)N[, _l} '\(H (A 90M()9-[_07 • 12[.:_) 595-[000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
.ATE:O2-Iq-_9
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the
at the _CJ_0
Complex:
facility located at the Goldstone
Cleaned _-I_ -_q
Visual Inspection C_A_ __
Lower Explosion level 0% _
Oxygen Content _[ _/O
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
pervisor
JS/vh
';'669 MYRTLE AVE, .SUITE Itl, .SIGNAl HILl.. ( .\ 9(]_¢U6 ,, P¢_ tt(_X ql_, " l()x,(, I.li .'t.CH. ('A 90_¢09-11_0? Q 1213) 595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DATE: I'0"O-_'i
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the I_i 0_ _[_ _b%] _-_M_-[-_-Sb
at the [_eCho facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned I-_O _
Visual Inspection __
Lower Explosion level _c/_
Oxygen Content _c/_
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
Jopefra__<s a S Zup_ _ s or
2669 K4YRTI.E AVE %l'lll !1I,%IGN&I HII! I \'_II,_tlr * I'_ bd,',,,_;,;tl- t_kt, ltl _,(tt ('%90_09-1807 • (213)595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DATE: i--IO _I
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the l_lOOO _[l_ b_D_l _._-- _ -4_
at the _£_o facility ]ocated at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned [-;::)_ _c I
Visual Inspection _{_
Lower Explosion level O _2____
Oxygen Content ¢Qi_ .......
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
,u:,', _'*',(, Hi \( }{ ( \ 9(),_09-I_07 • 121,%)595-I000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
January 16, 1989
Jenkin Construction Company
Post Office Box 1427
Long Beach, California 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the 12,000 Gallon Diesel Tank G81-2D at the
Mars Facility, located at the Goldstone Complex:
Cleaned - 1-11-89
Visual Inspection - Clean
Lower Explosion Level - 0 Percent
Oxygen Content - 21 Percent
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 Gas and Qxygen
Monitor, Serial Number X8165.
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
JS:mgb
Supervisor Operations
2669 MYRTI_E AVE., SUITE II I, SIGNAL HILL, CA 90806 • P.O. BOX 91807, LONG BEACH,CA g0809-1807 • (213)595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
January 16, 1989
Jenkin Construction Company
Post Office Box 1427
Long Beach, California 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the 12,000 Gallon Diesel Tank G81-3D at the
Mars Facility, located at the Goldstone Complex:
Cleaned - 1-11-89
Visual Inspection - Clean
Lower Explosion Level - 0 Percent
Oxygen Content - 21 Percent
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 Gas and Oxygen
Monitor, Serial Number X8165.
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
JS:mgb
Supervisor Operations
2669 MYRTI.E AVE., SUITE I I I, SIGNAl. N/I.L, CA 90806 • P.O. BOX 91807, LONG [_EACH, CA 90809-1807 • _213) 595- IOflO
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
L
Regarding the b_£I'_K6 _G_H0_ _4 _b_ % S_O_ G[T_ _-i_,o
at the /)_/_/.5 facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned q-t7-_I _ _-_-_'f
Visual Inspection __.[64_bO
Lower Explosion level _o
Oxygen Content _I _o
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
JS/vh
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
2_69 MYRTLE AVE.:_t_II£ 111.51(,hAl Hli l.c .%_l_l)q, • t'_, I_()%, _;lal) _ If)%,(j HI '%CH. CA 90809-1807 • (213) 595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
January 16, 1989
Jenkin Construction Company
Post Office Box 1427
Long Beach, California 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the 10,000 Gallon Hydraulic Oil Tank 14-IHO
at the Mars Facility, located at the Goldstone Complex:
Cleaned - 1-12-89
Visual Inspection Level 0 Percent
Oxygen Content - 21 Percent
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 Gas and Qxygen
Monitor, Serial Number X8165.
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
JS:mgb
Supervisor Operations
2669 MYRTLE AVE.. SUITE II1, SIGNAL HILL, CA 90806 • P.O. BOX 91807. LONG BEACH,CA 90809-1807 • (213)59%1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
January 16, 1989
Jenkin Construction Company
Post Office Box 1427
Long Beach, California 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the 10,000 Gallon Hydraulic Oil Tank 14-2HO
at the Mars Facility, located at the Goldstone Complex:
Cleaned - 1-12-89
Visual Inspection - Clean
Lower Explosion Level - 0 Percent
Oxygen Content - 21 Percent
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 Gas and Qxygen
Monitor, Serial Number X8165.
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
Supervlsor Operations
JS:mgb
2669 MYRTI.E AVE., SUITE II I, SIGNAL HII.L, CA 90806 • P.O. BOX 91807, LONG BEACH,CA 90809-1807 • {213)595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DATE: I-,40 Sq
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the cQ@_ 0tO Q_%0_ "_£i _K_ _q - _
at the _I0_A_< facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned 1-17-%'[
Visual Inspection C.,i_ ....
Lower Explosion level O_2c ,
Oxygen Content _QIc/o
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
Jef_ _ar ze'_ki
Operati_ Supervisor
2669 MYRTLE AVE, SI_ITE III. SIGNAl HII I ( _, _lIl_r),_ * P'_ I_", _I_!:- !(_\I; I'II ,%(H (A 90_O9-I_07 • _21"11595-10OO
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DATE :
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the _tCCr¢ _ltc,i _t_+_t_t- _[_-_
at the _0 _C facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned I- _% _9 __
Visual Inspection C IC_'\
Lower Explosion level __¢_______
Oxygen Content _Q_
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
J
Operations Supe-gvisor
2669 MYRTI_E AVF SIrlTF III %IG\_I HIll ( A_O_,{)_ • I''_ H(+\ .r_II"I(;",(, Eli ',,{ l-'i {AgO_O_-I_0? • (213)595-I000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
UATE: i'&_ _'7
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the _tl_C'_C (___j] _fi:)_J_T_,3_ _ "_b
at the _I_A_ __ facility located at the Soldstone
Complex:
Cleaned i-1% _
Visual Inspection _16_
Lower Explosion level 0c2_
Oxygen Content _4_i_/o
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
Je f f_'__kar z_ki
Operations Supervisor
JS/vh
2669 MYRTLE AVE SI lIE Ill. SIGNAl Itll[ ( _, i(l_(.,', ,. _'.. hq,'. ',r'J_ I_;\(, IH :',.( H CAg0_Ug-lr07 ,, (21_)595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
DATE:
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the _C_ _]_ Ij0f_]_ _i_-,_ _-qb_o
at the _.{00,_ facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned I-'[_ _ __
Visual Inspection ____JI{JD
Lower Explosion level _
Oxygen Content _I o/o
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS / vh
B-22
CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
OATE: Polo--'69
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the _/_, _dll¢_ _.___ -I WO
at the __O_A_ facility locate@ at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned I-_._q
Visual Inspection _It/_
Lower Explosion level O_c
Oxygen Content eO_°/e
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
Operations Supervisor
2669 MY,q IkF A_,; %', i;[ lii '_l(,\xi i]i[I I \ ,i_xl, • .
!,' ; _,'_t, I+[ N( Ft ( % 90_C_ I_(} _ • <21 l) 595-1iK)0
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the
at the _Q3_
Complex:
facility located at the Goldstone
Cleaned _-_-_
Visual Inspection _l,_
Lower Explosion level 0 c_u
Oxygen Content ,_i _CC_
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial @ X8165.
JS/vh
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
Jpfr_asZpe_isor
26691MYRTLE AVE. S['ItE II1._1(;%,'..I fttlt,_. \ 40_I;,", • _ _ II'_k _i;"l)" I<)"[' H| a"JH ("%90_09"1M07 • [21_)595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
>aTE: t-a-O -Sq
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the _,¢0_ _AI{c_.._I_Mo:I _5_{_c., "-'_ A [-i_
at the A_t[ Ic. facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned i-qg-Zq
Visual Inspection _[__b
Lower Explosion level _ _SZ_
Oxygen Content _ _0
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
JS/vh
Je _/.q_arzenskl
Operations Supervisor
_6+'_gM'f1411l At,'[ %[III I'_! ',lt ,.',_ _!,.!, . _ ,.,
.... < ' , " :, Ill \( li ( .\ +il;_0V Ix07 • t2ll) 595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
_ATE"V_/_,t
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding_ the _C_ _[_c_ IJ_II_cl_ _L'[(,__ _ A_'_
at the _6,|i_ facility located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned I-I_- SLI ....
Visual Inspection _i<_
Lower Explosion level C] c_o
Oxygen Content _i_
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 gas and oxygen monitor,
Serial # X8165.
Thank you,
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALIST
INC.
Operations Supervisor
JS/vh
B-26
CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
January 16, 1989
Jenkin Construction Company
Post Office Box 1427
Long Beach, California 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the 2,000 Gallon Aviation Fuel Tank G71-1 at
the Goldstone Dry Lake Airport Facility, located at the
Goldstone Complex:
Verified Clean - 1-12-89
Visual Inspection - Clean
Lower Explosion Level - 0 Percent
Oxygen Content - 21 Percent
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 Gas and Qxygen
Monitor, Serial Number X8165.
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
JS:mgb
2669 MYR'FI.E AVE., SUITE I I I, SIGNAL HILL, CA 90806 • P.O. BOX 91807, LONG BEACH,CA 90809-1807 • (213) 595-1000
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CLEANING AND PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
January 16, 1989
Jenkin Construction Company
Post Office Box 1427
Long Beach, California 90801
Gentlemen:
Regarding the 100 Gallon Gasoline Tank G70-I at the
Goldstone Dry Lake Airport Facility, located at the Goldstone
Complex:
Cleaned - 1-12-89
Visual Inspection - Clean
Lower Explosion Level 0 Percent
Oxygen Content 21 Percent
All calibrations were done with a Gx3 Gas and Qxygen
Monitor, Serial Number X8165.
CLEANING & PUMPING SPECIALISTS, INC.
JS:mgb
2669 MYRTLE AVE.. SUITE I I I. SIGNAL HILL, CA 90806 • P.O. BOX 91807, LONG BEACH, CA 90809-1807 • (213)595-1000
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APPENDIX C
WARRANTIES FOR THE 13 NEW USTs AT THE GDSCC
AS PROVIDED BY K&T STEEL CORPORATION,
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
C-I

...WARRANTY...
i
C 24- l D
PLASTEEL Composite ®Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME:
OWNER ADDRESS:
INSTALLATION
ADDRESS:
U.L. NUMBER:
TYPE:
CAPACITY:
SHIPMENT DATE:
Joor Manufacturing
1189 Indust{ial Ave.
Escondido, CA
Jenkin Construction
JPL Goldstone Facility
Fort Irwin Military
L158054
Double We]]
25,000 Gallon
February 28, 1989
K & T STEEL CORP.
is pleased to extend, on the U.L. numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N. FP.A Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the lol[owing
warranty:
K & T STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLASTEIEIL Composite _ Underground Tank:
I. lobe free from defects in workmanshtp and rnalerials for a period of five vearsJ)'om the dale
of shipment.
2. will not fail due to tnternal or external corrosion fiJr a period of thirtv (30) years from the
date of shipment when used to store all motor ]i_els including hut not limited to unh'aded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in any ah'ohol blend pereemages, I00¢_, methanol l OO_'_
ethanol, diesel fuel, let fuel, kerosene and fuel oil. Con-_'ult manufacturer concerning other warranted
liquids
This warranty is specifically limited, at our option, to the Io[lowing:
J. Repair of the tank at our factory, freight charges not included
2 Replacement of tank delivered to point of original delivery.
3. Refund of the original purchase price,
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or any other damages in connection with these tanks.
Except as staled above, we make no warranty ot merchantability, no warranty that our under-
ground PLASTEEL, Composite _ tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied,
FORM: WRTY-186
C-3 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
...WARRANTY...
_24-2D
PLASTEEL Composite ® Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME: door Mf_ Co ......
ii_9- industrial Ave.
OWNER ADDRESS: E_sco_ndido, CA
INSTALLATION Jenkin Construction
ADDRESS: d_l_ Go]dstone Faci ] ity
Fgrt_ ir_tin Military
U,L. NUMBER: 1.15 _L05 5
TYPE: __ __ DJ21Jb] e .Wa] ]
CAPACITY: ..... 25,013(] Ga] ]on
SHIPMENT DATE: February 28, 1989
K & T STEEL CORP.
is pleased to e_;tend, on the U,L numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and tocomply with N.F.PA Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
warranty':
K & T STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLAITEEL Composite ® Underground Tank:
I. to be free from defecls in w'orkmanshtp and materials for a period of )qve years from the date
of shipment.
2. will not fail due to internal or external corrosion for a period of thirty (30) years from the
date of shipment when used Io store all motor fuels including but not limited to unleaded
Crgasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in any ah'ohol blend percentages, lO0 _ methanol l OOC_'c,
ethanol, diesel fuel, jet fuel, kerosene andJuel oil. Consult manufacturer ('oncerntng other warranted
liquids.
This warranty is specifically limited, at our option, to the following:
1. Repair of the tank at our factory, freight charges not included
2. Replacement of tank delivered to point of vrtginal delivery.
3. Refund (_f the original purchase price.
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirecl or consequential
damages or any other damages m connection with these tanks.
Except as stated above, we make no warrant)' of merchantability, no warranty thal our under-
ground Pll AalFIEIgll Compo$11e ® tanks are fit tot any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied.
FORM: WRT¥.I_I
C-4
•..WARRANTY...
(; SA- 1
CSA-2
PLASTEEL Composite* Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME:
OWNER ADDRESS:
INSTALLATION
ADDRESS:
Joor Hanufacturing Co.
1189 Industrial Ave.
_c_mdida. £A_
Jenkin Construction
gl_o-I dston_ F_c flity
Fort Irwin Miligary
UL. NUMBER: L158059 & L158060
TYPE: Double W0!_
CAPACITY: 10,000 Ca] ] on
SHIPMENT DATE: February 27, !989
......... K & T STE_EL CORP:_
is pleased to extend, on the U.L. numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N.F.P.A Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
warranty:
K & T STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLASTEEL Composite* Underground Tank:
I . to be free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of five years from the date
of shipment.
2. will not fail due to internal or external corrosion for a period of thirty (30) years from the
date of shipment when used to store all motor fuels including but not bruited to unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in an)' alcohol blend percemages, 100c7c methanol, 100c7c
ethanol, diesel fuel, jet fuel, kerosene and fuel oil. Consult manufacturer concerning other warranted
liquids.
This warranty is specifically limited, at our option, to the following:
I. Repair of the tank at our factory, freight charges not included.
2. Replacement of tank delivered to point of original deliver)'.
3. Refund of the original purchase price.
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or any other damages in connection with these tanks.
Except as stated above, we make no warranty of merchantabilit_, no warranty that our under-
ground PLASTEEL Composite 't tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied.
FORM: WRTY-1M
C-5
...WARRANTY...
PLASTI[EL Composite ®Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME: J00R Mfg. Co: ...........
1189 Industrial Ave.
OWNER ADDRESS: __ ESCQncLLdB__ CA .......
INSTALLATION _.__ Jenkin Cgn_struc_tJo_ ..........
ADDRESS: JPL Goldstone Facil ity
U,L, NUMBER: _ __]-__ _
TYPE: . _ __Double Wall ...........
CAPACITY: _0.00 G_] ]on ......
SHIPMENT DATE: Febru_Fy 23, 19B_9
.... K& I 5LEEL CORP...........
is pleased to extend, on the U,L numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N F.P.A. Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
warranty:
..... K & T STEEL CORD ..............
warrants the subject PLASTI[I[L Composite ® Underground Tank:
I. lobe free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period offive years from the date
of shipmenr
2. will nor fail due to internal or exlernal corrosion for a period of lhiro' (30) years from the
date of shipment when used to store all motor fuels including but not limited to unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in an), alcohol blend percentages, 100% methanol, 100%
ethanol, diesel fuel, jet fuel. kerosene and fuel oil. Consult manufacturer concerning other warramed
liquids,
This warranty is specifically limited, at our option to the following:
I Repair of the tank at our factory freight charges not included
2 Replacement of tank delivered to point of original delivery
3 Refundoflheo.gmalpurchaseprice
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or any other damages in connection with these tanks.
Except as stated above, we make no warranty of merchantability, no warranty that our under-
ground PLASTER.L Compom|te ® tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied.
FORM: WRTY- llill
C-6
...WARRANTY...
_42-1G
PLASTEEL Composite ® Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME: Joor Mf9. Co.
OWNER ADDRESS: Escondido,_ CA 92_0__2_5....
INSTALLATION ___ JJ_enk_ n_ _0 n_S t_r u¢ t_i 0 n .....
ADDRESS: JPL-Go] dstone Fac.
Fort Irwin Military Res. _
U.L. NUMBER: L158043 .
TYPE: ..... DD0ub] e Waf] .......
CAPACITY: ..... 2L000 Gal l on
SHIPMENT DATE: February 8, 1989 ........
K & T STEEL CORP.
is pleased to extend, on the U.L. numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N.F.P.A. Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
warranty:
K & T STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLASTEIL Composite ® Underground Tank:
I . to be free from defects in workmanship and matertals for a period offive years from the date
of shipment.
2. willnot fail due to internal or external corrosion for a period of thirtyOO) years from the
date of shipment when used to store all motor fuels including but not limited to unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in any alcohol blend percentages 100% methanol, 100%
ethanol, diesel fuel, jet fuel, kerosene and fuel oil Consult manufacturer concerntng other warranted
liquids.
This warranty is specifically, limited, at our option, to the following:
1 Repair of the tank at our factory, freight charges not included.
2. Replacement of tank deh'vered to point of original delivery.
3. Refund of the original purchase price.
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or any other damages in connection with these tanks.
Except as stated above, we make no warranty of merchantability, no warranty that our under-
ground PLASTEEL Composite '_ tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied.
FORM: WRTY-11_
C-7
•..WARRANTY...
G8]-ID
PLASTEEL Composite ®Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME: Joor Mfg. Co.
-- -H8g rh u_Hal-Ave. - -
OWNER ADDRESS: Escondido_CACA 92025 . .
INSTALLATLON _ Jenk_n Construction
ADDRESS: JPL-Gol dstone Fac.
Fort Irwin Milatary Res,
U.L. NUMBER: _ ._L158052 ......
TYPE: Double Wall ....
CAPACITY: _ 25,000 Gallon
SHIPMENT DATE: . February 13, 1989
K & T STEEL CORP.
is pleased to extend, on the U.L numbered tank and installation abo_,re when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N. F.P, A. Pamphlet 30 for underground steel ta nks, the following
v, arranty:
K & T STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLAaTEEL Composite _ Underground Tank:
I. to be/reef tom defects in workmanship and materials for a period of five vears from the date
of shipment,
2 will not fail due to internal or external corrosionfor a period of thirt)(30)vearsfrorn the
date of shipment when used to store all motor fuels including but not limited to unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in any ah'uhol blend percentages, 100% methanol lOOC"c
ethanol diesel /'uel.jet fuel, kerosene and fuel oil. Consuh manufacturer concerning other warranted
liquids.
This warranty is specifically limited, at our option, to the lo[Iowing:
1. Repair of the tank at our factory, freight charges not included.
2 Replacement of tank delivered to point of original delivery.
3 R£fund of the orlginalpurchase price
We are not liable [or any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or an_', other damages in connection v4th these tanks
Except as stated above, we make no warranty ol merchantability, no warranty that our under-
ground Pli ASTEEL Compo.llle '_ tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied
FORM: WRTY-186
C-8
...WARRANTY...
i
PLASTEEL Composite* Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Oouble Wall
_81-2D
OWNER NAME: door Mf 9. Co.
.... II-__T_l 7_v_. .....
OWNER ADDRESS: ____ES_c_on_did_. CA .....
INSTALLATION denkin Construction
ADDRESS: .... _JpT.__dT_o-ne rac_lfry
Fort; Irwin MiliUary _ _
U.L, NUMBER: L158053 .......
TYPE: ..... Double Wal 1
CAPACITY: ._ 25_000 Ga 11 on ....
SHIPMENT DATE: February 15, 1989 ........
K & T STEEL CORP.
is pleased to extend, on the U.L. numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N. F. P.A, Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
warranty:
K g T STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLAS"rwEL Composite* Underground Tank:
1. to be free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of five years from the date
of shipment.
2. will not fail due to internal or external corrosion for a period of thirty (30)years from the
date of shipment when used to store all motor fuels including but not limited to unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in an v alcohol blend percentages, 100% methanol, 100%
ethanol, diesel fuel, jet fuel, kerosene and fuel oil. Consult manufacturer concerning other _,arranted
liquids.
This warranty is specifically limited, at our option, to the following:
I. Repair of the tank at our factory, freight charges not included.
2. Replacement of tank delivered to point of original delivery.
3. Refund of the original purchase price.
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or any other damages in connection with these tanks.
Except as stated above, we make no warranty of merchantability, no warranty that our under-
ground PLASTEEL Compo$1|e ® tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied.
FORM: WRTY-lU
C-9
...WARRANTY...
14-1H0
PLASTEEL Composite* Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME:
OWNER ADDRESS:
INSTALLATION
ADDRESS:
Joor Mfcl;_ Co_.....
1189 Industrial Ave.
Escgnd_ctQ_ CA 92Q25
Jenkin Construction
JPL-Goldstone Fac.
_ Eort irwin ]Kilitary Res,
UL. NUMBER: L158046
TYPE: D_oub] e Wall
CAPACITY: 10,000 Gallon
SHIPMENT DATE: February 8, 1989
K & T STEEL CORP.
ts pleased to extend, on the U.L. numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N. F.P.A. Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
warranty:
K & T STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLASTI[I[L Composite ® Underground Tank:
1. to be free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of five years from the date
of shipment.
2. will not fail due to internal or external corrosion for a period of thir O' (30))'ears.from the
date of shipment when used to store all motor fuels including but not limited to unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in an)' alcohol blend percentages, 100_, methanol, 100%
ethanol, diesel fuel. jet fuel, kerosene and fuel oil. Consult manufacturer concermng other _'arranted
liquids.
This warranty is specifically limited, at our option, to the following:
1. Repair of the tank at our factoo', freight charges not included.
2. Replacemem of tank delivered to point of original delivery.
3. Refund of the original purchase price.
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or any other damages in connection with these tanks.
Except as stated above, we make no warranty of merchantability, no warranty that our under-
ground PLAl'lrlgmlK Composite s tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied.
FORM: WRTY-11_
C-IO
...WARRANTY...
14-2H0
PLASTEEL Composite + Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME: Joor Mfg. Co.
I_I_ 16d-us triaT Ave,
OWNER ADDRESS: __ E_ndidQ, CA 92025
INSTALLATION _ J enkin Construction
ADDRESS: JPL-Gol dstone Fac.
__Fort Irwin Mil_tary Res.
U L NUMBER: _ L 158047
TYPE: Double Wall
I0,000 GallonCAPACITY: _
SHIPMENT DATE: February 8, 1989
K & T STEEL CORP.
is pleased to extend, on the U.L numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N F.P A Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
'warranty:
K & T STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLASTEEL Composile _ Underground Tank:
I . to be free from defects tn workmanship and materials for a period offive years from the date
of shipment.
2. will not fail due to internal or external corrosion for a pemod of thirty (30) years from the
date of shipment when used to store all motor fuels including but not bruited to unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in any ah'ohol blend percentages. 100% methanol. 100%
ethanol, diesel fuel, jet fuel. kerosene and fuel oil, Consult manufacturer concerning other warranted
liquids.
7his warranty is specificall2,' limited, at our option, to the following:
1. Repair of the tank at our factory, freight charges not included
2. Replacement of tank delivered to point of original dehvery.
3. Refund of the original purchase price.
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or any other damages in connection with these tanks
Except as stated above, we make no warranty of merchantability, no warrant2,' that our under-
ground Pl A81"l_I[L Composite '_ tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied.
FORM: WRT¥-186
C-11
...WARRANTY... 14-1W0
PLASTEEL Composite" Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME: Ooor Mfg. Co.
..... llq_Th_dstrial _ve.
OWNER ADDRESS: Escojdido_ CA 92025
INSTALLATION Jenkin Construction
ADDRESS: - JP-L2Goldstone Facl --
Fort IFwin Military Res.
UL. NUMBER: L158042
Double Wa]]TYPE:
CAPACITY: 2_000 Gallon
SHIPMENT DATE: February 8, 1989
K & T STEEL CORP.
is pleased lo extend, on the U.L numbered tank and installation above w'ben installed per our
instructions and to comply with N, F. P.A Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
warranty:
K & Y STEEL CORP.
warrants the subject PLASTEIL Composite _ Underground Tank:
I. to be free from defects in work manship and materials for a period (_five .l'ears from the date
qf shtprnent,
2, will not fail due to internal or external corroston for a period of thirty (30) years from the
date of shipment when used to store all motor fuels including hut not h'mited to unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in ant ah'ohM hlend percentages, IOOe,.{methanol 100_
ethanol, diesel fueL jet fueL kerosene andfuel otl Consuh mant4facturer concerning other warranted
liquids.
This v, arranty is specifically limited, at our option, to the following:
1. Repair of the tank at our factory,.freight charge._ not included.
2 Replacement of rank delivered to point (gorlginal delivery.
3. Refund c_f the ortginal purchase price.
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or any other damages in connection with these tanks
Except as stated above, we make no warrant,, ot merchantability, no warranty that our under-
ground PI ASTm'EIt Composite" tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty, expressed or implied.
FORM: WRTY- 1116
C-12
...WARRANTY...
F8-1G
PLASTEEL Composite s Underground
Petroleum/Motor Fuel Storage Tank
Single Wall and Double Wall
OWNER NAME: door Mfq. Co.
..... _II89 I_ddstriaT Ave.
OWNER ADDRESS: _ Escoqdfdo, CA
INSTALLATION den k in Cons t ruc t ion
ADDRESS: " _ G6Td_tone _aciiiiy
_ _ Fort lrwi._ M il itary
U,L. NUMBER: L158051 ....
TYPE: .... D_ubl e
CAPACITY:_ 4,000 Gallon .
SHIPMENT DATE: _ __February 231_1989 .
.... K & T STEEL CORP.
is pleased to extend, on the U.L numbered tank and installation above when installed per our
instructions and to comply with N. F. P.A. Pamphlet 30 for underground steel tanks, the following
warranty:
.......... K & T S!EEL Corp ....
warrants the subject PLASTEEL Composite * Underground Tank:
I. to be free frorn defects in workmanship and materials for a period of live years from the date
of shipment.
2. ,'ill not fail due to internal or external corrosion for a period of thirty (30) years from the
dale of shipment when used to store all rnotor fue/s including bul nol lirniled 1o unleaded
gasoline, leaded gasoline, gasohol in any alcohol blend percentages, 100% methanol, 100%
ethanol, diesel fuel, jet fuel, kerosene and fuel oil Consult rnam4/'acturer concerning other warranted
liquids.
This warranty is specifically limited, at our option, to the follov, ing:
1. Repair of the tank at our factory, fretghr charges not included
2. Replacement of lank delivered to point of original delivery.
3. Refund of the original purchase price.
We are not liable for any labor, other installation or removal costs, indirect or consequential
damages or an)' other damages in connection with these tanks.
Except as stated above, we make no warranty of merchantabilit), no warranty that our under-
ground PLASTI[W,L Conaposlte _ tanks are fit for any particular purpose or use and no
other warranty expressed or implied.
FARM: WRTY-11RI
C-13

APPENDIX D
CERTIFICATES OF INSTALLATION FOR THE 13 NEW USTs
AT THE GDSCC AS WITNESSED BY JOOR MANUFACTURING, INC.,
ESCONDIDO, CALIFORNIA
D-I

CF,RTIFICATE
OF INSTALLATION
G24-1D
G24-2D
G24-1WO
FOR THE
PLASTEEL COMPOSIT TM UNDERGROUND
TANK
In compliance v, ith Part 280 of Tdle 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, this document ma', be implemented Io
meet Subpart B, paragraph 280.20 (eL CERTIFICATION OF
INSTALLATION.
The installer must initial all ",ecthm_ belo_ tepre',cntmg that
the installer ha,, read, was cogni/ant ol and has completed, as
applicable, all ',e,.:tion'-, of the PLASTEt-I. C'()MPOSIT '_ Tank
Installation lnstruclmns attached herelo
INSTALLATION CHECK-OFF
COMPLETION LIST
SECTION
L GENEF_AL
IL VISUAL INSPECTION
Iti HANDLING
IV EXCAVATION DEPTH BEDDING AND BACKFILL
V ANCHORING SYSTEMS
V_ TESTING
Vii VENTING DOUBLE WALL
VIII PLASTEEL' SEALING P_OCEDURES
INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
PLASTEEL • TANK OWNER
N_._t Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
ADDRESS
Pasadena, CA 91109
CITY STATE ZIP
INSTALLATION SITE
Goldstone
ADDRESS
Ft. Irw_n, CA
CITY, STATE ZIP
INIT_L DATE
JJ-_e
3@/_ 3-3-_?
_//j-3.@9
o_ional
meeting held
3/z/89.
PLASTEEL_ TANK DATA
The U. L, Label and serial number is on ,'he top centedine of
the tank and also listed on the delive_ document.
SIZE IN GALLONS TYPE (DW OR SWI UL. SERIAL NUMBER
"30009_/, + O u) _- 159D_6 _r
INSTALLATIONCOMPANY
Jenkln Construction Co.
NAME
P.O. Box 1427
ADDfaESS
Lon 8 Beach, CA 90801
CIT¥ STATE ZIP
,21_ 426-9351
TELEPHONE
INSTALLATION COMPLETION/SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE
'°P"1
YOUR PLASTEEL TANK MANUFACTURERIS: /
Joor Hanufacturlng, Inc.
NAME
1189 Industrlal Avenue
_DD_aESS
Escondido, CA 92025
C_T_ STATE ZIP
,619' 74.5-0971
TELEPHONE
D-3 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
CERTIFICATE
OF INSTALLATION
FOR THE
GSA-I
GSA-2
PLASTEEL COMPOSIT TM UNDERGROUND
TANK
In compliam:e _ich Part 2_(.I uf Title 40 _f the Code td
Federal R¢laulalion,,, lhi., document tna_ h_ impleulenced it!
meet Subpan B, parag+aph 2gO.2tl <cl. CERTIFICATION OF:
INSTALLATION.
The ira, taller rnu,.t initial ;ill _ecti_m,, beh+m l,.:pr¢_cntine thin
the installer ha_, read. v,'a'. ¢ogr,,'ant ill and ha', ,:ompleled as
applicable, all _e,..'tion,. of lhe PIAS l ILl-,+ ('().",IPONIT ,_ Tank
Installation In_.lruction,. altaehed herald
INSTALLATION CHECK-OFF
COMPLETION UST
SECTION + DATE
,GENERAL l _ _ "_ "_;_
II. VISUAL iNSPECTION 2_ _
III HANDLING _ '_'_
IV EXCAVATION DEPTH BEDDING AND BACKFILL 3 :._ _'_
V ANCI-_ORINGSYSTEMS _/(_rl _ ,
VI TESTING L)_ S ',_._ "<'_"_)
VII VENTING DOUBLE WALL Ol_ ional
VIII PLASTEEL" SEALING PROCEDURES meeting held
312189.
INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
PLASTEEL _ TANK OWNER
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NAME
4800 Oak Grove Drive
ADORESS
Pasadena, CA 91109
CI7_ SIAIEz)p
INSTALLATION SITE
Goldstone
ADDRESS
PLAIITEEL _ TANK DATA
The U L Label and _erial number is on the top ¢¢nterline of
the tank and al',o listed on the deliver 3, d_umenl
SIZE tN GALLONS TYPE (DW OR SW) UL. SERIAL NUMBER
I_,/o, _1 ._ _ /. _5,_.._
lo_ 9,I' _u /,-y_ goL-o
INSTILLATION COMPANY
Jenkin Construction Co.
NAME
P.O. Box 1427
ADDRESS
clff?_l_e_sach, CA 90801
_213p 426-9351
TELEPNONE
INSTALLATION COMPLETIONtSUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE
The responsible supervisors signature below represents that
phases 1 through VIII were prol_rly completed per the PLAS-
TEEL COMPOS,,IT'" Inst_latid[1 Instructions:
YOUR PLASTEEL' TANK MANUFACTUREH I_:
Joor Manufacturing, Inc.
_ME
_s Znd_stri_l Avenue
Escondido, CA 92025
C_Th'S_E z_p
_po'j_s-o9n
D-4
CERTIFICATE
OF INSTAIIATION
FOR THE
G42-2D
G42-1G
PLASTEEL COMPOSIT TM UNDERGROUND
TANK
In compliance with Pan 280 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulalions, this document may be implemented to
meet Subpan B, paragraph 280.20 (e). CERTIFICATION OF
INSTALLATION
The in,taller must initial all sections below representing that
the installer ha_, read. was cognizant of and has completed, as
applicable, all v..'ctions of the PLASTEEL COMPOSIT'" Tank
Installation lnstructiom, attached hereto
INSTALLATION CHECK-OFF
COMPLETION UST
SECTION
i GENERAL
II VISUALINSPECTION
Ill HANDLING
IV EXCAVATIONDEPTH,BEDDINGANDBACKFILL
V ANCNOR_NGSYSTEMS
VI TESTING
VII VENTINGDOUBLEWALL
VFIIPLASTEEL'SEALINGPROCEDURES
INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
PLASTEEL _TANK OWNER
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NAME
4800 Oak Grove Drive
ADDRESS
Pasadena, CA 91109
CITY STATE ZIP
INSTALLATION SITE
Goldstone
ADDRESS
c_tTA,_yln, CA
INSTALLATION COMPANY
Jenkin Construction Co.
NAME
P.O. Box 1427
ADDRESS
Long Beach, CA 90801
CITYST'_rEZIP
_213_ 426-9351
TELEPHONE
INSTALLATION COMPLETION/SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE
D-5
CERTIFICATE
OF INSTALLATION
FOR THE
PLASTEEL COMPOSIT" UNDERGROUND
TANK
i,
i¢
t_
re
i,
,¢
INSTALLATION CHECK-OFF
COMPLETION LIST
i,
SECTION
i_ I GENERAL
Ip
i_ '1 VISUAL INSPEC TIOr;
[5 III HANDLING
re
b'" IV EXCAVATION DEPTH RE L'r)l,',IG AtqD B_,CKt-IL
V ANCHOR<NG S'_ STEM_
i_, V _ TESTING
i_" VII VENTING DOUBLE '¢'_ALL
VIII PLASTEEL SEAL ING FRC, E[,uk{
INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
PLASTEEL" TANK OWNER
,_et Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
.'-I
INSTALLATION SITE
Goldstone
"i
Ft. Irwin, CA
N
In c<_lllphdllct, ;tlth Pall ..>_,l_ ,q I:lPc 411 _,1 Ilk (l,dc ,_1
nw_'I _ubp.irt |_ p,u,L,,i,llq_ ",,H "_i ,_; t I Rill II \tl(_X. ill
IN_,l,'tl t tl I( i'-,
lh,,' iil_l<liit:t rl _l_f Hl;ii,iI _lJ _c< b,li. !_< h _,, :c;u_ ,:ill!. H,l[
appli(ublc all ,c. ll_m.,,I li_c I'1 \_,11 t I I li\lt'(IMI liuk
)Lh_t DJ_E
o ,Ja-_,#
optional
meeting held
312189.
INSTALLATION COMPANY
Jenkin Construction Co.
P.O. Box 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
: ,, ;r_rE ZiP
213 426-9351
INSTALLATION COMPLETIONtSUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE
I hc l,.'_,[)_lrl_ll'ltt, ` _tll_Cl\ I_ff", M_RLIILIrC {_CIOV_ icpre_enl_ Ihat
t_Jld.¢. I Ihroueh \ Ill _ on.. i_,i_:ll_4c_,rnpl¢i_..d wr Ih¢ PEAS-
l _.,,l-_t'( Y,.1 p('iil';l_ i'hl<.lalliJ_>u t_(Itl'tictil_ns:
YOUR PLASTEEL TANK MANUFACTURER IS:
Joor Hanufacturing, Inc.
1189 Industrial Avenue
Escondido, CA 92025
=TL /
619 745-0971
D_'6
CERTIFICATE
OF INSTALLATION
FOR THE
f4, rs 57te.
14-IHO
14-2H0
PLASTEEL COMPOSIT'" UNDERGROUND
TANK
INSTALLATION CHECK-OFF
COMPLETION LIST
SECTION j_r,_: I_,_l"+I GENERAL • _'-P'_ _'_
IV EXCAVATION DEPTH E_.ED[? I,_L_ A_'¢D F,_CKF!L L _ "I_1 /_'_
V ANCHORING S'zS_'EM% t ,"_ ()
VI TESTING
Vii VENTING DObE_L I WAr L
VIII PLASTEEL SEAl _i£,Pfi: ,.F :L4 '
INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
PLASTEEL" TANK OWNER
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
ADDRESS
_ptlonal
meeting held
3/2/89.
INSTALLATION SITE
Goldstone
aDDreSS5
Ft. Irwin, CA
Crt_ Sr_Tb ,' P
PLASTEEL ° TANK DATA
I h,: I I I ;d'_.q .Uhl _CliJ} i1[,lllhcr i_ lit1 lhc lop ccnlerline of
thu hmk and .1_. liqud on th,.' dchxcr_ d(_ u111¢111
SIZE i_. GALLONS TYPE (DW OR SW) U L SERIAL NUMBER
I_ _'o o _) L /4go,-/_
/_ n,'_ D_.) A -/sgov7
INSTALLATION COMPANY
Jenkin Construction Co.
_P_'_,9," BOx 1427
Long Beach, CA 90801
213 426-9351
INSTALLATION COMPLETIONtSUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE
IhC lu _thql_][_lC _HI/Ct \ I_111 "_ _,l_2llLt[tlfk" _t.+lt)_A Icprescnln that
l,i_;,.u'. I [hn,LIL"h \ 111 ',_cl,.'._)lopu'j_ _..rnplcicd pci Ihc PLAS-
I l t _e4_k_'( 't/_' /"'t"tl'o_'l'u':lion':
• _',,r" t%'n:Fo, &.r,_" 2:n_..
YOUR PLASTEEL TANK MANUFACTURER IS;
Joor Manufacturing, Inc.
1189 Industrial Avenue
Escondldo, CA" 92025
• ,:c_ /p
619 745-097[
D-7
CERTIFICATE
OF INSTALLATION
FOR THE
PLASTEEL COMPOSIT TM UNDERGROUND
TANK
In compliance v, ilh Part 2_0 of Title 4_) _ffthe Code of
Federal Regulations, thi_ d_pcurncnt ma) he implentented to
meet Subpan B. p,._ragraph 28020 (el. CERI'IFqCATION ()I t=
INSTALLATION
PLASTEEU TANK DATA
The U.L. Label and ,.erial number is on the _op ccn'.ertin¢ of
the tank and al',o listed on the delivery de, cument.
SIZE IN GALLONS TYPE (DW OR SW) U L, SERIAL NUMBER
INSTALLATION CHECK-OFF
COMPLETION UST
VI TESTING
VII VENTING DOUBLE WALL
VIII PLASTEEL" SEALING PROCEDURES
INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
PLASTEEL _ TANK OWNER
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NAME
4800 Oak Grove Drive
ADDRESS
_/i _'__Y
optional
meeting held
3/2/89.
Pasadena, CA 91109
CITY STATE ZIP
INSTALLATION SITE
Goldstone
ADDRESS
Ft. Irwin, CA
CIT_ STATE ZIP
INSTALLS. TION COMPANY
Jenkin Construction Co.
NAME
P.O, Box 1427
ADDRESS
Long Beach, CA 90801
C_TY STATE ZIP
_213_ 426-9351
TELEPHONE
INSTALLATION COMPLETION/SUPERVlSOR'S SIGNATURE
The responsible _,upervisor's signature below represents that
phases I through VIII ',,,,ere properl_ completed per the PLAS-
TEEL COMPOStT" tn,_lallation l,,I,_tructions:
DATE
YOUR PLASTEEI._ TANK MANUFACTURER I$:
Joor Manufacturing, Inc.
NAME
1189 Industrial Avenue
_DDCqESS
Escondldo, CA 92025
C_T_ STATE ZIP
,619,745-0971
rEL_PHO_
D-8
CERTIFICATE
OF INSTALIATION
FOR THE
PLASTEEL COMPOSIT" UNDERGROUND
TANK
In compliance with Part 280 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. this document may be implemented to
meet Subpart B. paragraph 280.20 (e), CERTIFICATION OF
INSTALLATION
The ira, taller must initial all _ctions below representing that
the installer has read. was cognizant of and has completed, as
applicable, all sections of the PLASTEEL COMPOSIT TM Tank
Installation Instructions attached hereto.
PLASTEB. _ TANK DATA
The U.L. Label and ",erial nuulher _, _,n flw I_,p ,L'nk't hnc ol
the tank and ulxo li',ted on the deh_ cr_ d, _ t1111_I1[
SIZE IN GALLONS TYPE IDW OH SW_ UL SERIAL NUMBER
INSTALLATION CHECK-OFF
COMPLETION UST
SECTION I_lAL DATE
II VISUAL INSPECTION _. 3 _1_, "_?
III HANDLING f/'/Omc"J_,,ll_ _ "l_ -_'_
IV EXCAVATION DEPTH, BEDDING AND BACKFILL _ _ "/_'_
'"/kvze•V ANCHORING SYSTEMS /%J
vl TESTING ._¢'/_t ,:1 "1_
VII VENTING: DOUBLE WALL O'_t lonal
Viii PLASTEEL_ SEALING PROCEDURES meeting held
3-2-89,
INSTALLATION DESk.R_ I_
PLASTEEL • TANK OWNER
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NAME
4800 Oak Grove Drive
ADDRESS
INSTALLATION COMPANY
Jenkin Construction Co.
NAME
P.O. Box 1427
ADDRESS
Long Beach, CA 90801
CITY STATE ZiP
121.3) 426-9351
TIELEPHON{E
INSTALLATION COMPLETION/SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE
The responsible _ul_r_ J_,Jr'_i_naluT_.* _"L'I_V, It pr¢,,Clll', that
phases I throu_lth,Vlll v, erefprolLcll_, tt,lllpit'l'.'d pcI Ibm: PI._.S-
T E/IL_ 0_1! P(j_f [ ' n, t ;./)! t/: ,n,tru.t ......
RRINT NAME_
YOUR PLASTEEL" TANK MANUFACTUR_I_ IS:
c_,_i_!_ipa, CA 91109 Joor Hanufacturing, Inc.
NAME
INSTALLATIONSlTE 1189 Industrial Avenue
ADDRESS
Goldstone
ADDRESS Escondido, CA 92025
CITY STATE ZIP
Ft. Irwin, CA ,6191745-0971
CITY STATE= ZiP TELEPHONE
D-9

APPENDIX E
CALIBRATION CHARTS FOR THE 13 NEW USTs AT THE GDSCC
AS PROVIDED BY JOOR MANUFACTURING, INC.,
ESCONDIDO, CALIFORNIA
E-I
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